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SCOPE OF THE JOURNAL 

 
 

Aim and Scope 

International Journal of Islamic Sufism is a peer-reviewed international scholarly 
journal that was launched in 2021, to investigate Islamic Sufism in the contemporary 
world. International Journal of Islamic Sufism publishes articles, new book reviews, 
research papers, review papers, case studies, etc. in areas of Islamic Sufism. The 
journal also provides information about conferences, symposiums, and events related 
to the field. 

International Journal of Islamic Sufism serves as a platform for communicating 
wealthy findings in the field of Islamic Sufism to researchers, students, and readers. 
The presence of this journal is intended to respond to and inform the development of 
current academic issues related to Islamic Sufism. 

International Journal of Islamic Sufism is published two times (April, and 
November) a year by the Global Cooperation and Analytical Research Center Public 
Union. The journal is published in English. To be published in the International 
Journal of Islamic Sufism a paper must be substantial and original. The journal is fully 
financially supported by Global Cooperation and Analytical Research Center PU.  

 

Peer Review Policies 

International Journal of Islamic Sufism uses a double-blind peer review system, 
which means that the author(s) do not know the identity of the referees and referees do 
not know the identity of the author(s). The decision for publication, amendment, or 
rejection is based upon referees’ reports/recommendations. In certain cases, the editor 
may submit an article for review to another, the third reviewer before making a 
decision, if necessary. 
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Open Access Policy 

International Journal of Islamic Sufism provides direct open access to content 
based on the principle of freedom to conduct research that can support the 
development sciences globally. All articles are published under the terms of the 
Creative Commons Attribution License (CC-BY). 

 

Copyright 

Copyrights to articles are held by Global Cooperation and Analytical Research 
Center PU Press upon acceptance of the articles for publication. However, users are 
allowed to read, download, copy, distribute, print, search, or link to the full texts of the 
articles in this journal without asking prior permission from the publisher or the author 
as long as they properly cite the biographical information of the articles. 

 

Archiving 

All back articles are made available as full text on the journal website. In the 
event that the International Journal of Islamic Sufism discontinues its publication, its 
archive of published articles will still remain available on the journal website, to be 
maintained as an archive website by Global Cooperation and Analytical Research 
Center Press. 
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FROM THE HONORARY EDITOR 
 
 

This journal was put into service to show our unity first and explain how 
our Sufi life makes the world a paradise. 

Turkish, foreign, and Azerbaijani Sufis will write articles in this journal. 
Thus, they will tell us the ways of making everyone's life a paradise, the ways 
to be content with their state, and the ways to enjoy the world by living with 
God in this world.  

This road is a way in which material science doesn’t suffice because 
Sufism will lead the way to unity and solidarity. That is why we need this God-
given (‘ilm al-ladun).  

I believe many people will benefit from this journal. 

 
 
 

 Yours faithfully, 

Cemalnur SARGUT 
 Honorable Editor, International Journal of Islamic Sufism  

 Turkish Sufi researcher/writer and Islamic scholar 
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* * * 
 

F XR  REDAKTORDAN 

 

 

Bu jurnal bizim birliyimizi v  t s vvüfün dünyan  nec  c nn t  çevirdiyini 
göst rm k, izah etm k m qs din  xidm t edir.  

Bu jurnalda Türk, Az rbaycan v  xarici t s vvüf ara d rmaç lar  elmi- 
m qal l r yazacaqlar. Bununla da, h r k sin h yat n  c nn t  çevirm yin, 
Allahdan raz  olma n, bu dünyada Allah  ya ayaraq dünyadan h zz alma n 
yollar n  izah ed c kl r. 

Bu, maddi bilikl rin kifay t etm diyi bir yoldur, çünki t s vvüf birlik v  
h mr yliy  yol açacaqd r. Ona gör  d  Allah n biz  b x  etdiyi elm-i l dünniy  
ehtiyac m z vard r. 

nan ram ki, bir çox insan bu jurnaldan faydalanacaqd r. 

 
 
 

 Hörm tl ,  

 Cemalnur Sarqut  
F xri redaktor, Beyn lxalq slam Sufizm Jurnal  
Türk t s vvüf t dqiqatç s / yaz ç  v  slam alimi 
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FROM THE EDITOR-IN-CHIEF 

Dear Readers!  
 

The International Journal of Sufism is now in front of you with its next 
issue for the year 2022.  

Recently, we have taken very serious steps to improve the quality of our 
journal. One of the most important indicators of it is the significant increase in 
the number of submitted articles compared to the previous publication. In this 
regard, we would like to express our deep gratitude to the local and foreign 
authors who were ready to publish their scientific articles in our journal. 
Obviously, there is an undeniable role of our scientific reviewers and judges, 
who play an important role in the development of scientific knowledge and 
make every effort to research and publish quality scientific articles. 

We can say with confidence that this new issue of our journal will also be 
of great interest to a wide range of readers. One of the main missions of the 
journal is to educate our readers about Islamic Sufism. 

I would like to express my deep gratitude to the members of the editorial 
and advisory board of the journal, our scientific reviewers, and our specialists 
who carefully studied and edited the summaries in Azerbaijani, Turkish and 
English languages. 

Looking forward to meeting you in the next issue of our journal ... 

With all the best wishes, 
 Agil Shirinov 

Editor-In-Chief, International Journal of Islamic Sufism 
Rector,  Azerbaijan Institute of Theology 

  PhD in Islamic Theology and Medieval Philosophy 
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 * * * 
 

BA  REDAKTORDAN 

 

Hörm tli Oxucular! 
 
Beyn lxalq Sufizm Jurnal , 2022-ci il üçün növb ti nömr si il  art q 

qar n zdad r. Son zamanlarda jurnal m z n keyfiyy tinin art r lmas  m qs dil  
çox ciddi add mlar at l r. vv lki nömr  il  müqayis d  gönd ril n m qal  
say n n xeyli artmas  bunun n mühüm göst ricil rind ndir. Bu bax mdan elmi 
m qal sini jurnal m zda çap etdirm y  üstünlük ver n yerli v  xarici mü llifl -
r  öz d rin t kkürümüzü bildiririk. T bii ki, bu yolda elmi bilikl rin inki a-
f nda mühüm rol oynayan, keyfiyy tli elmi-m qal l rin ara d r l b üz  ç xma-
s nda bütün s yl rini göst r n elmi r yçil rimizin, hakiml rin rolu dan lmazd r. 

minik ki, jurnal m z n yenic  i q üzü görmü  bu nömr si d  geni  oxucu 
kütl sinin böyük mara na s b b olacaqd r. Jurnal n sas missiyalar ndan biri 
d  oxucular m z  slam Sufizmi haqq nda bilikl rl  maarifl ndirm kdir. 

Bu i d  m yi keç n jurnal n redaksiya v  m sl h t ura üzvl rin , elmi 
r yçil rimiz , h m Az rbaycan, Türk, h m d  ngilis dilind  xülas l ri diqq tl  
ara d ran, redakt  ed n müt x ssisl rimiz  öz d rin t kkürümü bildirir m.  

Jurnal m z n növb ti say nda görü m k dil yi il ... 

 
 
 

 Xo  arzularla, 

Aqil irinov 
Ba  Redaktor, Beyn lxalq slam Sufizm jurnal  

Rektor, Az rbaycan lahiyyat nstitutu  
                   lahiyyat üzr  f l f  doktoru
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PROPHET ADAM  
 

Speech by Cemalnur SARGUT 
 

Sankt Georgen Graduate School of Philosophy and Theology,  
Frankfurt am Main,  Germany, 2005. 

DOI: 10.30546/ijis.2022.3.12 

      Published:                        Available Online 
10 November, 2022              20 November, 2022 
 
 

It is not a coincidence for creation to begin with Adam.  
As Adam represents “friendship” (wal ya), he actually is the first 

manifestation of the station (maq m) of the Perfect Man (al-ins n al-k mil). 
Considering the process of human becoming, it is possible to come to a 
sensible conclusion about Adam. With his knowledge (‘ilm), power (qudrah), 
adab (seeing God in everything and everywhere) and servanthood (‘ubudiyya) 
or more precisely, as Ibn ‘Arab  stated, with the non-existence manifested 
through his adab, Adam is without a doubt the custodian of the station of 
Lordship (rub biyya).  

Indeed, Allah chose Adam, Noah, the family of Abraham, and the family of 
‘Imr n above all people (of their time). (Q3:33) 

Allah, who gives what He wants to whom what He wants, chose Adam, 
bestowe him with His friendship, and invite the angels to his excellence. He 
declared Adam’s precedence among the creatures, and the angels were 
commanded to prostrate themselves in front of the manifestation of Allah’s 
bounty and generousity. Likewise, He declared Noah, Abraham, ‘Imr n, and 
whomever He has chosen as descendants of the privileged family of Adam 
above all people. 

 
The Garden of Eden in the Holy Bible (al-kit b al-muqaddas) 

“Then the Lord God formed a man from the dust of the ground and 
breathed into his nostrils the breath of life, and the man became a living being. 
Now the Lord God had planted a garden in the east, in Eden; and there he put 
the man he had formed. The Lord God made all kinds of trees grow out of the 
ground -trees that were pleasing to the eye and good for food. In the middle of 
the garden were the tree of life and the tree of the knowledge of good and evil. 
A river watering the garden flowed from Eden; from there it was separated into 
four headwaters. The name of the first is the Pishon; it winds through the entire 
land of Havilah, where there is gold. The gold of that land is good; aromatic 
resin and onyx are also there. The name of the second river is the Gihon; it 
winds through the entire land of Cush. The name of the third river is the 
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Tigris; it runs along the east side of Ashur. And the fourth river is the 
Euphrates. The Lord God took the man and put him in the Garden of Eden to 
work it and take care of it. And the Lord God commanded the man, ‘You are 
free to eat from any tree in the garden; but you must not eat from the tree of the 
knowledge of good and evil, for when you eat from it you will certainly die.’” 
(Genesis 2:7-17) 

 
The story of Adam in the Qur n 

“(Remember) when your Lord said to the angels, ‘I am going to place a 
successive (human) authority on earth.’ They asked (Allah), ‘Will You place in 
it someone who will spread corruption there and shed blood while we glorify 
Your praises and proclaim Your holiness?’ Allah responded, ‘I know what you 
do not know.’ He taught Adam the names of all things, then He presented them 
to the angels and said, ‘Tell Me the names of these, if what you say is true?’ 
They replied, ‘Glory be to You! We have no knowledge except what You have 
taught us. You are truly the All-Knowing, All-Wise.’ Allah said, ‘O Adam! 
Inform them of their names.’ Then when Adam did, Allah said, ‘Did I not tell 
you that I know the secrets of the heavens and the earth, and I know what you 
reveal and what you conceal?’ And (remember) when We said to the angels, 
‘Prostrate before Adam’, so they all did -but not Ibl s, who refused and acted 
arrogantly, becoming unfaithful. We cautioned, ‘O Adam! Live with your wife 
in Paradise and eat as freely as you please, but do not approach this tree, or else 
you will be wrongdoers.’ But Satan deceived them -leading to their fall from 
the (blissful) state they were in, and We said, ‘Descend from the heavens (to 
the earth) as enemies to each other. You will find in the earth a residence and 
provision for your appointed stay.’ Then Adam was inspired with words (of 
prayer) by his Lord so He accepted his repentance. Surely He is the Accepter 
of Repentance, Most Merciful. We said, ‘Descend all of you! Then when 
guidance comes to you from Me, whoever follows it, there will be no fear for 
them, nor will they grieve. But those who disbelieve and deny Our signs will 
be the residents of the Fire. They will be there forever.’” (Q2:30-39) 

 
On the story of Adam and the divine decree which made him careless 

What is meant by the tree that Adam was prohibited to approach is the tree 
of love (ma abba), which Allah planted it for Adam in Heaven, adorning it 
with His Light (n r), and as He manifested Himself to Moses through the tree, 
He revealed Himself to Adam and Eve, so much so they fell in love with it, and 
forgot that they were told not to approach it. The reason behind this prohibition 
is to make Adam ambitious about divine love (ma abba). Love nourishes the 
spirit. The nurture of the spirits are the divine love and the praise of the Lord. 
Since the primordial divine will required Moses to request to see the Beauty 
(jam l), God made him addicted to see Him, and opened the door of request to 
witness to all His lovers (‘ shiq n). And by speaking to God, without the 
intermediacy of Gabriel (Jibr l), Moses remained intoxicated and ecstatic in 
front of the glasses of the divine words (kalamull h) and the wine of heavens, 
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and hence wanted to see the Beauty. In other words, Moses wanted to see God 
since Allah unveiled Himself to him through His words, and therefore Moses 
asked God to reveal Himself. However, since majesty and glory are divine 
attributes, Allah answered: “You cannot see Me as you are, as I reveal Myself 
to you only through My words.” God also manifested Himself to Adam 
through     (“and breathed into him of My spirit” -Q15:29), and 
reflected His Beauty in the mirrors of all beautiful forms. He said to Adam: 
“Dwell thou and thy wife in this garden, and eat, both of you, whatever you 
may wish; but do not approach this one tree, or due to the attraction of love 
(ma abba), you would be wronged yourselves. Because love and gratitude are 
twins, they are united. Heaven, on the other hand, is the place of trust and 
peace. It is foolish to leave the heavens, and ask for troubles, leaving the 
boundaries of reason, and reach love. For, the way of this love is not the way of 
ease and comfort, and only to be found in the world. O Adam, this will not be 
granted to you in Heaven, it will be given to you when you adorn yourself with 
this ornament.” Adam was enchanted and fascinated by the taste of these 
words, and with the hope of reunion, he ate the fruit of the tree of death. As He 
did to Moses, God also manifested Himself through that same tree to Adam, 
and this predestined event made him forget God’s prohibition. Then Adam 
came to his senses, and asked God’s forgiveness by saying, Our Lord! We have 
wronged ourselves (rabban  alamn  anfusan  -Q7:23). And Adam was 
forgiven, because this state ( l) occured to him from the taste of enchanting 
divine address of God.  

The reason for Adam to regain vicegerency lies in his recognition of his 
own incapacity and worthlessness. When Allah called out to him, and said, O 
Adam! Did I not forbid you from that tree and (did I not) tell you that Satan is 
your sworn enemy? (Q7:22), though he was given the honor of being the object 
before whom prostration of angels was made, he cast that eminence aside, and 
turned to God with great humility: Rabban  alamn  anfusan  (Our Lord! We 
have wronged ourselves. If You do not forgive us and have mercy on us, we 
will certainly be losers. -Q7:23). Then Allah replied: “O Adam, wasn’t your 
slip (zillat) within My knowledge? Was that not My destiny and decree? So 
why did you hide it? In fact, you should have known this meaning!”. When 
Adam responded, “O Lord, I was afraid lest I be discourteous.”, God told him: 
“Then I have observed courtesy toward you, and made you distinguished. O 
Adam! My protection over you from being discourteous was in fact My 
blessing; it was My predestined grace on you, and the necessity of your repute 
on My throne.” God dressed him the robe of vicegerency and demand the 
angels to prostrate before him. Hence, the angels saw the crown of “God 
created Adam in His image” on his head, the robe of “breathed into him of My 
spirit” (Q15:29) in his stature, and the belt of “He loves them, and they love 
Him” (Q5:54) around his waist. The angels then knew that Adam is the place 
where the sun of divine names and attributes rose, and the manifestation of the 
Light (n r) of the Essence (dh t); thus they followed the command at once and 
prostrate themselves in front of God’s light revealed in Adam and His 
generosity and glory with reverence. But unlike Adam, instead of showing 
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repentance and asking God’s forgiveness, Satan struck out at Adam with 
arrogance by claiming that he is better than him, since he was created from fire 
and Adam from clay. Shayk A mad al-Rif  says: “I tried to wait in front of 
every doorstep for the union with the Beloved. All of them was crowded. Only 
the doorstep of insufficiency, abasement and humility was empty, so I walked 
in that door easily.”1  

“Despite his superiority over the angels, the harvest of this greater 
knowledge (‘ilm) that the Prophet Adam has given, lies in his humbleness 
revealed by the words, Oh Lord, we have wronged ourselves (Q7:23). As for 
the fruit of angels’ knowledge, it is their obedience to God’s demand, seeing 
the truth ( aq qa) and acceptance of Adam, after their objection. The result of 
Satan’s knowledge on the other hand is his disobedience, though he 
worshipped God for thousands of years.”2  

Thus, that prevented him to attain God’s love (ma abba), beacuse he was 
not a loyal lover. His words, for leaving me to stray I will lie in ambush for 
them on Your straight path (Q7:16) shows his insincerity.3 “In exchange for 
misguiding the children of Adam, he settled for the seperation from the 
Beloved. He did not give up from being disobedient, and never felt remorse for 
his evil act.”4  

“Exoteric ( hir) sciences are pleasing, since they are seeds of the actions 
(a‘m l). However, the outward should be pursued by inward (b in), and in this 
case, it is the knowledge of the divine names, which is given to Adam. Without 
the completion of inward knowledge, outward science alone turns its owner 
into someone cold-hearted and rude, even if he or she were an angel.”5 

“Inward knowledge, on the other hand, makes its keepers docile, indulgent, 
humble and friendly. Hence, Adam said: Oh Lord, we have wronged ourselves! 
(Q7:23) Yet, the angels were able to find out the divine mercy, compassion and 
gentleness only after they encounter and accept Adam. Therefore they said: 
Glory be to You! We have no knowledge except what You have taught us 
(Q2:32). Then, what happened to their previous statements as, Will you replace 
in it someone who will spread corruption there and shed blood while we glorify 
Your praises and proclaim Your holiness? (Q2:30) and We have no knowledge 
except what You have taught us (Q2:32)? There is a huge difference between 
the knowledge of the angels and Adam’s, and the virtue (akhl q) generated 
from them. Nevertheless, one can be flourished only by means of the other. 
This two types of knowledge are like the spirit and the body. Therefore Moses 
was commanded to search for Khi r and learn a special divine knowledge (al-
‘ilm al-ladun ) from him, so that he no longer can claim that he is “the wisest 
in the world.” Im m al-Sh fi‘  used to sit next to Shaykh Shayb n al-R , who 
was an illiterate (umm ) man, like a schoolboy. Likewise, the bearers of the 
                                                            
1 Kâz m Büyükaksoy, Ken’ân Rifâî’den Mesnevî Hât ralar  (Istanbul: Nefes Publications, 

2013), 331-334. 
2 Niyazî-i M srî, Mavâidu’l- rfan / rfan Sofralar , trans. Süleyman Ate  (Istanbul: Yeni Ufuk-

lar Publications, n.d.), 119. 
3 Ibid. 118. 
4 Ibid. 118. 
5 ibid. 119. 
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inward knowledge do not deny the dignity and importance of the outward 
knowledge. In fact, Sar  al-Sa a  used to encourage Junayd to learn al-‘ilm al-

hir and used to pray fo his accomplishment as follows: “May God grant you 
al-‘ilm al-hadith; be a mu addith first, then a s f !”1 

While the station (maq m) of Adam, adorned with the divine names and 
attributes of Allah, was appointed as the place before which prostration of 
angels (except Satan) was made, as indicated beautifully in the Holy Qur’ n, 
Adam tasted the fruit of trust (am na), which means eternity and imperishable 
property, upon the deception of Satan. The Qur’ n describes the earth as the 
place to dwell for humans to have the chance of gains, whereas the Old 
Testament interpret Adam’s fall as a result of his disobedience.  

 
Benefits of the entrance of the spirit into the body  
 
First benefit: It is to attain perfection (kam l), and to be faithful to the 

promise given at the Covenant of Alast in this realm of visible world (al-‘ lam 
al-shah dah).  

Second benefit: If all of Adam’s decendants had remained in the realm of 
spirits (al-‘ lam al-arv h), they would not have been able to taste the flavor of 
seperation and the pleasure of reunion. Therefore, God sent and imprisoned 
that freed spirit in the dungeon of humanity (bashariyya), in order to make 
them appreciate the realm of the spirits and hence, to know the joys of union 
with God. Thus, humans were thrown in the flames of seperation, so that after 
they freed from their bodies, they appreciate the blessing, which was given to 
them. So the adventure of the Prophet Adam points out this meaning. While 
God gave Adam the Heaven, and overwhelmed him there with His blessings 
and comforts, which he effortlessly and painlessly acquired, it was destined 
and part of the divine wisdom that those would not be appreciated. Therefore 
Adam’s approach to the forbidden tree engendered him to be sent down out of 
paradise and his descend from Heaven to earth. This world opened the road of 
perfection to him by means of suffer, and after he attained perfection and led 
all human beings to follow him, he returned to paradise, having realized the 
ultimate happiness.  

 
Third benefit: 
In accordance with the hadith quds  I was a hidden treasure, so I loved to 

be known, the need for a spirit to have a body is to recognize God to the extent 
of its capacity, and to attain to a simultaneous acquisition of self-knowledge 
and God-knowledge (ma‘rifa). For instance, before the spirits entered in the 
realm of visible world, they were unaware of God’s attributes such as al-Satt r 
(the Veiler of sin) and al-Ghaff r (the Forgiver), since there were no shame 
and sin in the realm of spirits. In order for the servants to know the Lord 
through these attributes, the spirits traveled into this world and thus were able 

                                                            
1 lbid. 119-120. 
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to gain “knowledge” (ma‘rifa). They also gained wisdom and reached to a 
higher level of consciousness ( aq qa).  

The reason why Adam came to the earth is for his journey through the 
divine names to reach the essence (dh t) of God.1 Adam came out of his 
paradise and by tasting the fruit of love, he remembered the truth, the real 
( aqq), and thus accomplished his deed. He recognized that love is 
accompanied by misfortunes and troubles. Being cast out from Heaven means 
sufferings and tribulations.  

They asked the Prophet: “How have you known Allah?”. He replied: “I 
have known Allah through virtues (akhl q), and the things through His Light 
(n r).” So, the honorable virtues (mak rim al-akhl q) and good deeds are for 
those who are pure and pious, and if you also want to become a part of that 
divine Light, get rid of the darknesses of humanity (bashariyya) and make 
yourself prepared for that Light. If, however, you want to be far away from 
God, then be arrogant like Satan. Because Satan was disgraced and distanced 
from God, by being self-righteous. If you want to be freed from the 
imprisonment of this imaginary world, remove the worldly lusts and desires of 
the soul (nafs) out of your heart. Do not turn away from God and ask only for 
His help. Bow down to the Friend, so you will be near to Him!2  

The fruit meant in the story of Adam is love according to Mawl n , is 
trust according to Ken’an al-Rif  and is the nature and the intellect 
according to Nesef . Satan led Adam on by delusion and made him taste the 
fruit. According to the first story told in the Holy Qur’ n, the nature of Adam’s 
superior knowledge was originated from his love, which led him to the 
Universal Intellect (al-‘aql al-kull ) and made him leave his Particular Intellect 
(al-‘aql al-juz‘ ) at the Lote Tree of the Far Boundary (sidrat al-munteh ).  

According to Mawl n , love disciplines (trains) human beings in such a 
way that they begin to lose sight of their souls (anfus), i.e. their own entities, 
and discover the presence of God in things that surround them. In other words, 
love is like an astrolabe (an ancient astronomical instrument), it reveals all of 
the meanings, that are invisible to the material eye.  

Adam was undoubtedly one of God’s friends and superior to the angels, 
since he was able to witness directly manifestations of God everywhere. But 
when Satan persuaded Adam to approach to the forbidden tree, due to his hasty 
nature, he tried to attain the meaning of his given ‘ilm by tasting the fruit in 
order to get it quicker. Allah sent Adam to this world of misery and 
nothingness, the only place where he can actualize the knowledge of the names 
with the aim of transforming his hastiness into patience. It was not a 
punishment, but rather a method to negate Satan’s efforts. God bestowed His 
treasures upon Adam, which He did not even give to the angels. He taught him 
all the names (Q2:31). Naturally an enemy and a rival like Satan appeared next 
to him. Adam was dwelling within the beauties of Heaven, among palaces, 
gardens, rivers, flowers, trees and so many other countless blessings. As stated 

                                                            
1 Cf. Büyükaksoy, Ken’ân Rifâî’den Mesnevî Hât ralar , 349-351. 
2 Cf. ibid. 283-284. 
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in the Qur’ n, he was living in a paradise  where in there are rivers of water 
which time does not corrupt, and rivers of milk the taste whereof never alters, 
and rivers of wine delightful to those who drink it, and rivers of honey of all 
impurity cleansed (Q47:15).  

Water, milk, wine and honey refer as follows: Know that the seekers of 
knowledge should be like streams, seeking an ocean, in their quest. Just as the 
water continually flows, without considering, whether down the mountains, or 
through the jungles, or through lands, and finally reaches the ocean. Therefore, 
the seekers should never stop, and should not withhold humility from anyone 
they come across, even if that person is dishonest and undignified, until they 
get to the ocean of knowledge. And their knowledge should be useful and 
should nourish both their own and others’ spirits.  

Just as milk nourishes the body, they should seek for a master (murshid), 
so they can attain divine knowledge (ma‘rifa), which intoxicates both the 
drinker and the cupbearer, as the wine does. And their traits (akhl q) should be 
like strained honey that cures the heart. In short, if people gather the 
knowledge, the good deed, the gnosis and the noble character traits within 
themselves, their presence will be like Heaven.1  

Of the four rivers in paradise, a person, who has a share from the river of 
honey, will be granted with love and affection (ma abba) in this realm of 
visible world. Another one, who has a share from the river of milk, will be 
granted with the divine knowledge and gnosis in here. And those, who have 
shares from the river of wine in heaven, will be engaged in God’s commands 
and devote themselves to all acts of worship voluntarily and with great pleasure 
in this visible world. And those, who feel alive by carrying out good deeds and 
acts and in whose hearts good acts have sprouted, have a share from the river 
of water in heaven.2  

That jealous enemy of Adam, brooded over out of grieve and sorrow and 
said: “Alas! I was the teacher of the angels in heavens. I was wandering freely 
in Saturn. From the highest of heavens, I fell into this world because of him. 
Moreover, I was stationed in the bottom of the Hell, again because of him. I 
was created from fire, whereas he was created from clay. (Q7:12) My nature 
was from pure and bright fire but his was from black earth. Despite all my 
worship and servitude, I was cast out and deprived from the presence of God, 
and yet, in spite of being created from clay, and without even worshipping, 
Adam reclined in four-layered cushions on the throne of kingdom, excused and 
forgiven as he was granted the state of caliphate (I will create a vicegerent on 
earth. -Q2:30). He is enjoying himself among these blessings, and all of the 
inhabitants of the Heaven praise him. What trick shall I play to deprive him of 
these fortunes?” He could not find any way to get into Paradise and become a 
tempter. The peacock and the snake were the gatekeepers of Heaven. Since 
both of them were allowed to enter Heaven freely, Satan planned to lead them 
astray by making friends with them. He wanted to be close to them than their 

                                                            
1 Niyazî-i M srî, rfan Sofralar , 46-47. 
2 Cf. Ken’an Rifâî, Sohbetler (Istanbul: Kubbealti Publications, 2000), 420.  
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veins. And as indicated that Satan circulates in people, as blood circulates in 
the veins, he managed to seduce them and made them his friends. He said: 
“Take me with you to the Heaven. I have a word for Adam, and have some 
questions to ask. My purpose to enter Paradise has nothing to do with evil, it is 
just for good.” They told him: “We will do whatever you ask for, except for 
this. It is beyond our power to take you into the Heaven with us. All inhabitants 
of Heaven recognize you. They all will protest!” Satan said: “If you are not be 
able to take me in the open, then let me enter inside of you and speak to Adam 
in your images. Thus, those in Paradise will think that it is you who speak to 
Adam.” They replied: “This can be done. However, we cannot do it, since our 
hearts are frightened. God forbid! We would become rebelious to Him.” Satan 
continued to convince them: “Since pure goodnedss is what I am after, if you 
do as I say, there will be also a reward and mercy for you. Besides, this will 
raise your ranks, too.” In the end, he made up so many lies that he succeeded to 
stump them and led them astray. He found access to them through their veins 
and they all entered the Heaven. They went to Adam and asked him: “Why is 
the wheat forbidden to you, when all the other blessings were allowed? What is 
the reason behind that?” Then, Adam started to become anxious. Satan was 
able to play this trick on Adam at the time when he began to suspect about the 
actual reason behind God’s command to him, Do not approach this tree! 
(Q2:35), and out of arrogance, danger and impudence, he started to question 
whether this was a command and prohibition, or there was something else 
behind that. When such a thought and arrogance crossed Adam’s mind, he 
disregarded God’s command and became disobedient. Satan, the thief, took 
advantage of the confusion he had caused and put Adam in such a position that 
he eventually approached the forbidden tree and ate the grain of wheat, 
meaning disobeying the divine command. Since a thief can easily break into a 
house, only if he has a helper inside, who shares the same thoughts, feelings 
and secrets with him. In such a case, the helper opens the door inside and 
welcome the thief to break into the house. Similarly, if there had not been a 
part of demonic nature in Adam’s heart, what could have Satan done to Adam? 
Therefore, people should not be sure of themselves, until they are become 
absent from themselves (completely freed from their material beings) and 
annihilated.1  

According to the literal render of the story of Adam, told in the Surah al-
Baqara, Satan seems to be the one, who misguided and tempted Adam. But 
how is it possible for Adam to be influenced only by one divine name, when 
Allah, the greatest of the teachers, was his master and taught him all the 
names? Adam held on to the branch of “I am God” first, then he transcended to 
the realm of the divine unity (tawh d), and finally through the deception of 
Satan, he clung to the branch of delusion. The meaning behind Adam’s wish to 
see (witness) better by removing the curtain is as follows: First, he journeyed 
from the realm of unity to the world of multiplicity through the divine names 

                                                            
1 Cf. Sultan Veled, Ma‘ rif, tran. Meliha Anbarc o lu (Konya: Konya ve Mülhakat  Eski 

Eserleri Sevenler Derne i Publication, 2002), 74-75.  
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and then he interacted with each and every name about the divine love and 
mercy, and finally after having unveiled the Truth and witnessed the unity, he 
found himself in the realm of multiplicity, and therefore cried out as “I have 
wronged myself!”. Then, it can be said that if the cosmos is the body (tan), 
Adam is its spirit (j n).  

Satan wanted to prevent Adam’s perfection and made sure of that he was 
sent to a place full of blind alleys. But he could not realize that one’s life 
depends on the constant increase of knowledge based on the experience. And 
this can only be actualized by trial and error. In other words, an error, which is 
generally regarded as a kind of mental evil, actually is a sine qua non for 
spiritual growth.  

If we carefully examine the story of Adam, in both those two great 
scriptures, the Qur’ n and the Old Testament, we can claim that the Qur’ n 
does not prioritize the questions of “when, where and how”, but instead it 
focuses on why did the events take place, and by pointing out that Adam’s fall 
is the fall of everyone, people of all times are warned to take precautions and 
be vigilant against the dangers.  

Adam’s slip caused him to recognize his essential nothingness and poverty 
in face of the divine Reality, and made him to observe courtesy (adab). 
Therefore he became a friend (wal ) of God, and was brought near to Him. 
More precisely, after Adam was brought into this world and asked about the 
divine knowledge, which was given him before, this time he replied: “I do not 
know, I was caused to forget!” Upon this statement, the Almighty gave him the 
rank of friendship (wal ya). According to this story, if a person annihilates 
everything other than God, even by saying His name, that means Allah is the 
one manifested fully through him.  

Another meaning lies in the story of Adam is the need arisen from 
reproduction and continuity of lineage, after he ate the grain of wheat. Just as a 
single wheat ear produces many grains, from outcast Adam, countless perfect 
human beings (al-ins n al k mil) came into existence. In this story, which we 
will examine under the titles of knowledge and reproduction, it is seen that the 
continuity of life required the existence of the individuals and that existence 
emerged from the confliction of each other. As stated in the verse, Down with 
you, (and be henceforth) enemies unto each one another (Q2:36), enmities, i.e. 
seperations are essential to recognize the oneness and infinity.  

“Therefore, just as sin entered the world through one man, and death 
through sin, and in this way came to all people, because all sinned.” (Romans 
5:12) 

“When the woman saw that the fruit of the tree was good for food and 
pleasing to the eye, and also desirable for gaining wisdom, she took some and 
ate it. She also gave some to her husband, who was with her, and he ate it.” 
(Genesis 3:6) 

“Then the man and his wife heard the sound of the Lord God as he was 
walking in the garden in the cool of the day, and they hid from the Lord God 
among the trees of the garden.” (Genesis 3:8) 
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Instead of feeling confident, secure and satisfied, the sins of Adam and Eve 
made them feel ashamed, guilty and fearful. As God had already told Adam if 
he disobey, he would die, and so the man died. Death means seperation and at 
that dreadful moment, man became seperated from God, meaning he died 
spiritually. He also began to die physically, since he is now carrying a dying 
spirit in a dying body. But that’s not all: The children of Adam and Eve 
inherited a bad nature and a sinful character. Since then, like a pollution in the 
spring of a river, the poison of sin flowed and spread through Adam’s 
decendants. Thus, “sin entered the world and came to all people, because all 
sinned.” (Romans 5:12)  

We may not run into each other in this world but as human beings we have 
one thing in common: We all are sinners and we all are dying.  

“If we say that we have no sin, we deceive ourselves, and the truth is not in 
us.” (John 1:8)  

“For all have sinned and fall short of the glory of God.” (Romans 3:23) 
The Holy Qur’ n states that the human beings, who assumed the trust 

(am na), which the heavens and the earth and the mountains declined to bear, 
took the risk and the extent which they endure the misfortunes and calamities, 
the more they become humans. The Qur’ n does not conceive of the world as a 
torture chamber, in which the members of an evil natured humanity are 
imprisoned because of the original sin. The earth itself is the home and the 
source of gain for human beings, and coming into this world is an occasion of 
gratitute.  

Having created the human beings, God bestow freedom on them: The 
freedom of choise either the evil or the good. Therefore, God’s “taking the 
risk” of creating human beings, indicates His trust on them. On the other hand, 
to maintain God’s trust and confidence is up to us. Perhaps the only thing that 
made possible to nurture such creatures, which were created in the best form 
and then reduced to the lowest of the low, is to face the risk of creating them. 
The Qur’ n describes it in Surah al-Anbiy  verse 35 as follows: We test you, O 
humanity, with good and evil as a trial. (Q21:35) 

As known, the reason Satan did not prostrate himself in front of Adam is 
his claim of him being better than Adam, since he was created from fire, and 
Adam from clay (Q38:76). However, clay (earth) represents nothingness and 
poverty, while fire lacks these qualities. Earth means humility and servitude, 
when fire means claiming entity (in the face of the Real) and arrogance. Then, 
earth alone cannot intimidate Satan, but when it is combined with water (which 
is clay), it generates attributes like acceptance, obedience, faith, persistence, 
dignity, awe, knowledge and gentleness. On the other hand, fire is the 
companion of such qualities like arrogance, trickery, independent entity, 
disbelief, denial and envy. With water joining the earth, dignity emerged from 
nothingness and humility, and that frightened the Satan.  

Referring Adam, God asked in the Our’ n that, Oh Ibl s! What prevented 
you from prostrating to what I created with My Own Hands? (Q38:75) So, 
what Satan was actually afraid of is the implication of the words, what I 
created with My Own Hands. One of these two hands refers to Lordship 
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(rub biyya) and the other servitude (‘ub diyya). When Satan claimed his 
“lordship” over Adam (I am better than he is), he had represented only one 
hand. But Adam, preserving the equilibrium of the two hands, managed to 
intimidate Satan by revealing the Lordship lying underneath the servitude and 
nothingness. From this perspective, it is understood that the struggle between 
our spirits (r /Adam) and our souls (nafs/Satan) is still ongoing, and as long 
as our spirits do not overcome our souls and left them unattended, it will not be 
possible to adjust to the divine reality, i.e. to see the world with a spiritual eye 
or with an unveiled heart.  

Best instruments to get rid of the lower qualities of the soul, as given in the 
Qur’ n, are constant prayer and obedience. These two vehicles function as 
great helpers in man’s seeking refuge in God. By nature, human beings were 
created to sense God through praying until the Day of Judgment. Since human 
beings cannot live without friends, when they lose their greatest friend, i.e. 
their souls (nafs) on the path of perfection, they seek refuge in God through the 
help of praying. If they do not feel the urge of praying, then the world becomes 
hell to them. The name of this hell is bigotry. Prayer is similar to contemplation 
(tafakkur) (according to Sufis, every act of reflection which leads to God), but 
it is actually beyond it. Prayer is not just a thought. It is to realize one’s own 
poverty and nothingness in the face of the Infinite, by prioritizing God’s 
ultimate truth ( aq qa) over one’s existence.  

The real intention and aim for praying, the wish for experiencing of all-
embracing unity and oneness of God, is better achieved when performed with 
the congregation. A congregation is such a group of people, who concentrate 
on the same thought or act, which has a great influence on unveiling the 
individual inner aspects (b in). To try to understand the true nature of a 
congregation helps to improve the perception, to deepen the excitement and to 
strenghten the impact of the prayer. Therefore, whether performed individually 
or communally, prayer is the result of the deep longing (ishtiy q) that human 
beings have, in this terrifying silence of the universe.  

Nevertheless, as confirmed by the Qur’ n, Isl m declares that one should 
respect other people’s beliefs and never interfere with their religious rituals.  

To every nation We have prescribed the rites of worship which they 
observe, therefore, let them not dispute with you concerning this matter -keep 
calling them to the Way of your Lord; for most surely you are rightly guided. 
(Q22:67)  

To you be your religion and to me mine. (Q109:6)  
Verses such as these have preserved the right of freedom of religion and 

prevented possible strifes that may arise from the disputes on the forms of pray. 
Even the verses, that state facing to Kaaba during prayer are meant to create 
the feeling of unity among the believers:  

Righteousness is not in turning your faces towards the east or the west. 
Rather, the righteous are those who believe in Allah, the Last Day, the angels, 
the Books, and the prophets; who give charity out of their cherished wealth to 
relatives, orphans, the poor, (needy) travellers, beggars, and for freeing 
captives; who establish prayer, pay alms-tax, and keep the pledges they make; 
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and who are patient in times of suffering, adversity, and in (the heat of) battle. 
It is they who are true (in faith), and it is they who are mindful (of Allah). 
(Q2:177) 

To Allah belong the east and the west, so wherever you turn you are facing 
(towards) Allah. Surely Allah is All-Encompassing, All-Knowing. (Q2:115) 

 
The effort for creating this feeling of unity nurtures equality in multiplicity 

and eliminates all kinds of privileges, which may derive from race and rank. 
According to the Qur’ n, division of human beings into races, nationalities and 
tribes is only for determining the identities. Therefore, praying with 
congregation breaks down the barriers between people and helps to nurture the 
feeling of unity.  
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Abstract: Merkez Efendi belonged to Khalwatiyya order, one of the most 
prevalent Sufi orders of the Ottoman period. Before his Sufi education, he studied 
madrasa sciences and came to the fore with his scholar-Sufi personality, which has 
many examples in the Ottoman Empire. Although he had previously stayed away from 
Sunbul Sinan, the sheikh of the Koja Mustafa Pasha Dergah in Istanbul, because of his 
vindication of the concept of "vahdet-i vucud" and "devrani dhikr", after some 
spiritual events he accepted to become his disciple. After completing his Sufi 
education, he served in the Ko ac  Dede tekke in Aksaray for some time, then was 
sent by Sunbul Efendi to Manisa, upon the request of the Hafsa Sultan, the mother of 
Kanuni Sultan Suleiman, who built the hankah complex there. When Sunbul Efendi 
died in 936 (1529), he came back to Istanbul and started his irshad activities as the 
representative of the Sunbuliyye branch of the Khalwatiyya order, formed by Sunbul 
Efendi. Like other Khalwati branches, he trained his disciples on the principles of 
dhikr, khalwat and riyazat based on the recitation of seven names of Allah. He sent his 
caliphs to the tekkes of his order in different districts of Istanbul and in various 
regions of Anatolia and conveyed the irshad activities to a wider mass. In addition to 
the education of disciples in the Dergah, he also preached in some mosques, like Fatih 
and Hagia Sophia mosques. On the other hand, Merkez Efendi married to Shah Sultan, 
the daughter of Yavuz Sultan Selim, becaming a son-in-law of the court. Kanûnî Sutan 
Süleyman, who had the opportunity to know him closely by participating in his 
halaqas in Manisa, appointed him as the "army sheikh" while he was on his Corfu 
expedition in 1537. After a long and prosperous life, merkez Efendi died in 959 (1551-
52) when he was over 90 years old. His funeral prayer was performed by Sheikh al-
Islam Ebussuud Efendi in the Fatih Mosque. His grave is located next to the dergah 
which he built outside of Yenikap . 
 

Keywords: Sufi orders, Khalwatiyya tariqa, Sunbuliyya branch of Khalwatiyya, 
Merkez Efendi, Sunbul Sinan Efendi 
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M RK Z F ND  V  ONUN T S VVÜF F AL YY TL R  

R ad ÖNGÖR N 
 

Xülas : M rk z f ndi, Osmanl  dövrünün n geni  yay lm  t s vvüf t riq tl -
rind n biri olan X lv tiyy y  m nsub idi. T s vvüf t hsilin  ba lamadan vv l o, 
m dr s  eliml rini öyr nmi  v  Osmanl  dövl tind  bir çox nümay nd si olan alim-
sufi xsiyy ti il  ön plana ç xm d . vv ll r paytaxt stanbuldak  Qoca Mustafa Pa a 
d rgah n n eyxi Sünbül Sinandan, “vahdet-I vucud” anlay n  müdafi  etdiyi v  
“devran zikrini” uy ulad  üçün uzaq durmas na baxmayaraq b zi m n vi i ar l r 
ald qdan sonra onun t l b si olma  q bul etmi dir. O, t s vvüf t hsilini ba a 
vurduqdan sonra bir müdd t A saraydak  Ko ac  D d  t kk sind  xidm t etmi , sonra 
da Sünbül f ndi t r find n Qanuni Sultan Süleyman n anas  Hafsa Sultan n 
Manisada in a ettirdiyi küliyyeye eyx ist m sind n sonra Manisaya gönd rilmi dir. 
Sünbül f ndi 936 (1529) ilind  v fat etdikden sonra M rk z f ndi stanbula 
qay daraq onun m qam na oturdu v  Sünbül f ndi t r find n t kil edil n X lv -
tiyy  t riq tinin Sünbüliyy  qolunun t msilcisi olaraq ir ad f aliyy tin  ba lad . Dig r 
X lv tiyy  öb l rind  oldu u kimi Sünbüliyye qolunda da t l b l r  Allah n yeddi 
smas n n oxunmas na saslanaraq zikir, x lv t v  riyaziyat prinsipl ri üzr  t lim 

keçirirdi. O, x lif l rini stanbulun müxt lif s mtl rind  v  Anadolunun müxt lif 
vilay tl rind  yerl n t riq tinin t kk l rin  gönd r r k, ir ad f aliyy tini daha geni  
auditoriyalara yayma a çal rd . Dergahda agirdl rin  t hsil verm kl  yana , ba da 
Fatih v  Hac  Sofiya m scidl ri olmaqla bir çox m scidd  xalqa vaz verirdi. Dig r 
t r fd n M rk z f ndi Yavuz Sultan S limin q z  ah Sultan il  evl n r k sarayl lara 
kür k n oldu. Qanuni Sutan Süleyman Manisada t kk d  onun söhb tl rind  i tirak 
ed r k onu yax ndan tan maq imkan  ld  etdiyind n 1537-ci ild  Korfu s f rin  
ged rk n onu "Ordu eyxi" t yin etmi dir. Uzun v  b r k tli bir ömür sür n M rk z 

f ndi 959 (1551-52) ild  90 ya nda v fat etdi. C naz  namaz  Fatih m scidind  
eyx ül- slam bussuud f ndi t r find n q l nd . Onun m zar  Yeniqap  k nar nda 

tikdirdiyi d rgah n yan ndad r. 
 

Açar sözl r: T s vvüf t riq tl ri, X lv tiyy , Sünbüliyy , M rk z f ndi, 
Sünbül Sinan f ndi. 
 

Introduction 
 

The real name of Merkez Efendi (d. 959 H / 1552), who was born in Sar  
Mahmudlu village of Denizli (currently Akcakoy in the Buldan district), is 
Musa and his nickname is Ebu at-Taki. His recognition as Merkez Efendi or 
Merkez Caliph stemmed from such a compliment given to him by his sheikh 
Sunbul Sinan Efendi. Before Sufi education, he studied madrasa sciences and 
became one of the prominent ones in both exoteric and esoteric sciences, like 
many other knowledgeable people of Ottoman Empire. He belongs to Sufi 
order Khalwatiyya, one of the leading orders in the history of Sufism. The 
Khalwatiyya, which spread to almost every part of the Islamic world with its 
various branches, succeeded in being influential in a very wide geography 
through the successors (caliphs) of the second Pir of the order Yahya Shirvani 
(d.870/1466), and Merkez Efendi continued his activities as a representative of 
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the Sunbuliyyah branch of the Jamaliya, which is one of the largest branches of 
Khalwatiyya order. 

The Khalwatiyya sheikhs, whose influential activities have been seen in 
Anatolia since the second half of XV. century, have drawn attention for their 
knowledge in madrasa siences as well as in Sufism. Chalabi Caliph, the 
founder of the Jamaliyye branch, Sheikh Sunbul Sinan, the Pir of Sunbuliyyah, 
his successor Merkez Efendi, Yakub Caliph, who sat in the post after him, as 
well as many other Sufis either have completed their madrasa education before 
joining to Sufism or learned madrasa sciences in some way. In fact, this is not 
just a case especially for Khalvatiyya sheikhs. In the Ottoman Empire as a 
result of the prudent approaches of the state administrators the tekke (dervish 
lodge) -madrasa togetherness was founded since its establishment, and these 
two institutions had qualitatively developed in a complementary way to each 
other. Indeed, the appointment of such Sufi scholar as Davud Kayseri 
(d.751/1350) to the head of the first madrasa established in 1331 in Iznik, 
resulted in entering the Sufism in the Ottoman madrasa culture together with 
religious sciences, and became widespread in the scientific environment 
through the Sufi-scholar Molla Fenari (d. 834/1431), who was the chief judge 
(cadi) of the central city of Bursa during the Y ld r m Bayezid period and the 
representative of the Sheikh al-Islam since 1425. The government’s preference 
in such appointments brought the spread of the “Sufi-scientist” (Sufi -scholar) 
type among the scientists. The fact that these scholars discussed the subjects of 
kalam, fiqh and Sufism together in own papers,1 make comparative evaluations 
about the methods of reasoning and proof (burhan), usually used for the 
exoteric sciences, and the spiritual method of discovery (ke if), valid for the 
esoteric sciences and discussed about the contribution of the esoteric sciences 
to the exoteric sciences, brought Sufism closer to other Islamic disciplines on 
the scientific basis. On the other hand, the attempt of sheikhs to learn the 
sciences taught in the madrasa together with the Sufism and their talk about a 
Sharia-Tariqa unity and the special emphasis, which they put on the Sharia 
rules made them closer to the madrasa environment. In this context, the 
common view emphasized by the tariqa sheikhs has become as follows: 
Without an authentic creed (Kalam) and proper deeds (Fiqh) the reached 
spiritual level in the Sufism would be nothing but aberrance. With the trust 
formed as a result of this relationship, many scholars studying in the madrasa 
also “took a hand” from a dervish lodges, and over time, the sheikh positions of 
many dervish lodges was undertaken by the madrasa originiated “scholar-
sheikhs”. These sheikhs, who grew up by learning both esoteric and exoteric 
sciences, produced hundreds of tractates, essays, translation and commentary 
literatures in such branches as Tafsir, Hadith, Fiqh and Akaid along with 
Sufism.  

In such an atmosphere, Merkez Efendi first started to study madrasa 
sciences. First he started his education in hometown, Denizli, then went to 

                                                            
1 See for examples: Re at Öngören, “XV ve XVI. As rlarda Osmanl ’da Tasavvuf Anlay ”, 

XV ve XVI. As rlar  Türk Asr  Yapan De erler, stanbul 1999, s. 211-212. 
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Bursa in 883 (1478) and received his invention (ijazet) fifteen years later. It 
was established that Merkez Efendi, who went from Bursa to Istanbul in 
898/1493 1 get here lessons from Ahmed Pasha, son of H z r Bey.2 Although he 
decided to enter the Sufi path before completing his school education and 
wanted to be a disciple of one of the Khalwatiyya sheikhs - Habib Karamani, 
sheikh rejected this request by indicating that his spiritual education would be 
done by someone else, and giving him the name of Muslihiddin recommended 
to preach to the people for tis time .3 

 

The first step in the Sufi path and issues discussed in Istanbul 

While Merkez Efendi was in Istanbul, he started to participate in the 
conversations of the leading sheikhs, and among them, the tekke known as 
“Mirza Baba”, “Etyemez” or “Karapichak Veli” in Fatih, and became a 
disciple of the sheikh Mirza Baba by entering the Sufi path which had not been 
realized during his madrasa studentship. He had also been the son-in-law to his 
sheikh. However, although he met with many sheiks in the capital city, he 
stayed away from the Khalwatiyya sheik Sunbul Sinan Efendi (d. 936/ 1529). 
Because Sunbul Efendi was defending the “vahdet-i vujud”  concept within the 
framework of his understanding of existence and was making his dervishes to 
practice “devrani dhikr”.4 These two issues were at the forefront of the issues 
that caused controversy between Sufis and ulema (scholars) at that time. As it 
is known, the understanding of “vahdet-i vujud” concept in Sufism was first 
widely suggested by Muhyiddin Ibn Al-Arabi (d. 638/1240) and took its place 
in the Ottoman Empire through Sufi scholars such as Davud-i Kayseri, Molla 
Fenari, Kutbuddinzade Muhammed Izniki. Ibn al-Arabi’s standpoint and some 
other remarks were met with the objections of some ulama from the middle of 
the XV. century. Both the supporters and opposers wrote mutual works to 
express their views. In this context it is is known that Yavuz Sultan Selim had a 
work prepared for the controversial views of Ibn al-Arabi on his return from 
the Egyptian expedition in 923/1517. This work, named “al-Janibu’l -garbi fi 
halli mushkilati Al-Sheikh Muhyiddin Ibn al-Arabi”, 5 was written in Persian by 
Sheikh Mekki (Abu’l Feth Muhammed b. Muzaferuddin), one of the students 
of the famous scholar Molla Abdurrahman Cami, and later translated into 
Turkish by Mirzazade Ahmed Neyli in 1148/1735 under the title ” al- Fazl al-
Vahbi fi tercumeti al-Canibi al-Garbi”. 6 On the other hand, one fatwa 
                                                            
1 The Illustrated Life and Identities of M. As m Çal ko lu, Sünbül Efendi and Merkez Efendi, 

Istanbul 1960; 
2 Tashkoprizâde Ahmed, Al-Sheaegh ol-Nemaniyye fi Ulemai al-Dovlat al-Ottomaniyyah 

(     ) (Published by Ahmet Suphi Furat), Istanbul 1985; 
3 Yûsuf b. Yâkub, Menâk b-  erîf ve Tarikatnâme-i Pîrân ve Me âyih-i Tarîkat-i Aliyye-i 

Halvetiyye, 1290 H., p. 46; Hulvi, Lemezât, vr. 220a. 
4 Yûsuf b. Yâkub, Menâk b- erîf and Tarikatnâme-i Pîrân and Me âyih-i Tarîkat-i Aliyye-i 

Halvetiyye  
  (            ), 1290; 
5 The West Side, on Solution of Problems of Ibn-Arabi (         

 ) 
6       
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approved by Sheikh al-Islam Kemalpashazade was issued in order to end these 
debates at that time. In this fatwa in summary it was stated that: Some of the 
issues expressed by Ibn al-Arabi in his works are not clear enough to be 
understood correctly by everyone. Therefore, those who cannot understand or 
misunderstand should not speak ill about this subject. 

When Merkez Efendi came to Istanbul, the above-mentioned discussions 
were continuing and as far as we understand, he was among the people who 
opposed Ibn al-Arabi at first. Another reason for Merkez Efendi’s 
estrangement from Sunbul Sinan Efendi, the sheikh of Koja Mustafa Pasha 
tekke, was the issue of “devran dhikr”, which placed at the center of most 
heated debates of that period and there were two groups struggling with each 
other on this subject. The “devran dhikr” in Sufi education is some type of 
vocal and dynamic dhikr practice (dhikr-i jahri) which is carried out in such 
Sufi orders as Kadiriyya, Rifaiyye and Khalwatiyya, although there are some 
nuances between them, it carried out by turning collectivly afoot with moving 
the head and waist, and occasionally, from time to time by coming into 
excitement (jazbe) and hitting the heels on the ground. In the meantime, since 
the chaunt (ilahi) was listened in accompanition of such musical instruments as 
kudum, def and ney, this practice was usually expressed with two terms “sema 
and devran”. Sunbul Sinan Efendi as a Khalwety sheikh also made his 
dervishes to perform “devran dhikr”. Therefore, Sunbul Efendi as a madrasa 
originated sheikh, was the most prominent of those who resisted the ulema by 
his both verbal and written statements and tried to persuade them. When the 
controversy flared up, Muslihiddin Sarygurz (d.928/1522), the cadi of Istanbul 
and one of the scholars, who objected to devran dhikr, prepared a “complaint 
petition” for the prohibition of this activity and the arrest and punishment of 
the stubborn dervishes and submitted it for the approval to Kazasker 
Kemalpashazade, who he knew thought like him.1 Such attempt of the Istanbul 
judge alarmed the members of the Khalwatiyya order, which had widespread 
activities in many Ottoman cities, especially in the capital city Istanbul, and 
caused them to start a counter-action without wasting time. According to 
reports, Kemalpashazade initially approved Sar gurz's complaint, but gave up 
on implementing it when Sunbul Efendi involved Mahmud Efendi, the sheikh 
of the Sheikh Yavsi Efendi zawiya (small dervish lodge), whom 
Kemalpashazade trusted. In some sources it is recorded that there was a public 
debate between Muslihuddin Sarigurz and Sunbul Sinan in the theme of devran 
and that Sar gurz was defeated by the sheikh's scientific evidences and spiritual 
power.2 Perhaps, Sar gurz sent his complaint to Kemalpashazade after this 
incident.3 

In order to put an end to these debates and to solve the issue from the root, 
Sheikh Sunbul Sinan Efendi wrote two tractates, first in Arabic and second in 

                                                            
1 Cemâleddin Hulvî, Lemezât-  Hulviyye, Süleymaniye Ktp., Halet Efendi, nr. 281, vr. 214a-b. 
2 Hulvî, Lemezât, vr. 214b. 
3 For ditales see: Yûsuf b. Yâkub, Menâk b-  erîf, s. 41-42; Hulvî, Lemezât, vr. 215a-216a.; 

Kemâleddin Harîrîzâde, Tibyânu vesâili’l-hakâik fî beyâni selâsili’t-tarâik, Süleymaniye 
Ktp., Fâtih, nr. 431, II, 144b. 
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Turkish, using his deep scientific competence and spiritual wisdom, about the 
permissibility of dhikr performed through sema and devran. In his Arabic 
work, named “Risale-i Tahkikiyye”, which he had multiplies and distributed to 
the scholars of his time, after explaining with evidences that the devrani dhikr 
could not be interpreted as “raks” (dance), as some scholars suggested, he 
emphasized that there is no consensus among the scholars even about the 
prohibition of raks (is dance “haram” or not), so considering the devran dhikr 
as “halal” would not lead a person to blasphemy.1 In addition, Sunbul Sinan 
approved his Turkish work, which he wrote in order to inform also the ordinary 
people as well as the scholars, by some scholars who did not oppose the sema 
and devran. At the end of the copies kept in Suleymaniye Library (Hac  
Mahmud, No. 2835) and in the library of Istanbul University (TY, No. 3868), 
are recorded the fatwas of Sheikh al-Islam Zenbilli Ali Efendi in Turkish, and 
on the cover of the copy in the At f Efendi Library (No. 1398), are recorded 
fatwas of Muhammed Fenari (Fenarizade Muhyiddin Chelebi – became a 
sheikh al-Islam between 1543-45) in Arabic. In his fatwa, Zenbilli Ali Efendi 
summarized: “Everything that recorded in this paper is true. It is blasphemy to 
oppose this work and believe that what has been written is otherwise true.” 
After similar statements, Muhammed Fenari emphasized that those who oppose 
the views presented in the work should be punished or exiled. We can see that 
as a result of Sheikh Sunbul Sinan's efforts, some of the high level scholars 
have been persuaded about sema and devran subject and have softened their 
previous attitudes. Among them was Sheikh al-Islam Kemalpashazade. The 
Arabic work named “Risale fi devrani al-sufiyye”, attributed to 
Kemalpashazade, which we found out in the India Office Library and Records 
of the British Museum in London, clearly reveals the transformation in his 
view. Kemalpashazade must have written this work after the friendship formed 
between him and Sunbul Sinan, his next spiritual relation with another 
Khalwatiyya sheikh, Ibrahim Gulsheni (d. 940/1534),2 who he met after his 
death. As a matter of fact, Kemalpashazade's views here coincides with the 
views of the Sufis about the devran; especially it coincides with what of Sunbul 
Sinan defended in the “Risale-i Tahkikiyye”. First of all, the fact that when 
discussing some subject he puts the intentions of the people in the forefront and 
decides accordingly clearly shows the important change that has occured in his 
inner world. He says: Although some activities of the Sufis, which are 
characterized as dance have some similarities with dancing, it is not a dance in 
reality. The main purpose of all worships and dhikr is to purify the heart from 
all things other than Allah (masiva), and to face to Allah. The actions of the 
person who performs sema sincerely, either by forcing himself or with 
enthusiasm from within are completely no, because ultimately lead to the peace 
of his heart and withdrawal from the material world. There is no drawback in 

                                                            
1 A written copy of the Risâle-iTahkikiyye is published in the Süleymaniye Library (Esad 

Efendi, nr. 1761), and another copy is in the private library of smail Erünsal. 
2 For more information about Kemalpa azade's friendship with Sünbül Sinan Efendi and his 

initiative to brahim Gül enî, see. Re at Ongören, Sufism in the Ottomans: Sufis State and 
Scholars in Anatolia (XVI. Century), Istanbul 2003, pp. 345-348. 
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saying the words accompanied by musical instruments except that they are bad 
and sinful words. The fact that scholars oppose the Sufis is because they 
consider dance as “haram”. However, since there is no consensus (icma) that 
it is “haram”, it is not blasphemous to accept it as “halal”.1 

Kemalpashazade also told his last opinion about sema and devran to 
Sunbul Sinan Efendi, whom he visited just before his death. During the 
conversation between them, after conveying his “get well soon” wishes to the 
sheikh, he said: “Efendi, our fatwa (against sema and devran) is not for you. In 
fact, ... it’s for profligate, who unaware about their origin.” 2 

 
 Affiliation to Sheikh Sunbul Sinan Efendi 

We do not know whether Sunbul Sinan Efendi's above mentioned scientific 
efforts and effective activities convinced Merkez Efendi, who preached in the 
Hagia Sophia Mosque, quoted from the Beyzavi's Tafsir, many of which he 
knew by heart, and also taught Tafsir and Hadith lessons. However, it is 
specifically stated in the literature that a very different event caused his attitude 
towards Sunbul Efendi to change. It is recorded, that Merkez Efendi had an 
interesting dream one day and wanted to know what this dream meant, but no 
one’s interpretation did satisfy him. Then Merkez Efendi has another dream: 
while he was sitting in Mirza Baba’s zawiya, he saw from the window Sunbul 
Efendi coming towards him. He closed the door of his room tightly and stood 
behind the door so that he would not enter. When Sunbul Efendi is strongly 
loaded on the door, the door openes. Then he gives Merkez Efendi an 
interpretation of the dream he had seen before. When Merkez Efendi wakes up 
he realizes that the correct interpretation of his previous dream must be 
definitely like this and understands that his attitude towards Sunbul Efendi was 
wrong and decided to go to visit him. When he came to Sunbul Efendi, 
alluding to his dream sheikh said: “But you could not hold the door”, so 
Merkez Efendi had nothing left to say and he joined him.3 It is understood from 
resourses that after affiliation to Sunbul Efendi he received the nickname 
“Merkez” (center) due to sheikh’s continuing compliment:4 “You... are “the 
center” of our circle ...” In some later sources, there are other opinions related 
to the nickname “center” . 

 
The first duty as the Khalwati-Sunbuli Sheikh 

Merkez Efendi was married when he joined to Sheikh Sunbul Sinan 
Efendi, therefore he could not stay at the dergâh (dervish lodge) and continued 
his Sufi education from home. After receiving the caliphate (diploma) from 
Sunbul Efendi, he became a sheikh in the Halveti tekke in Aksaray, known as 
Kogac  Dede or Sevindik Dede. After being engaged in activities here for some 
                                                            
1 Kemalpa azade Shemseddin Ahmed, Risâle fî devrâni 's-süfiyye, India Office Library and 

Records, Or. 12933, vr. 2a-b. 
2 Besir Efendi, Semâ ve Devrân Risaleesi, Süleymaniye Library, Esad Efendi, nr. 1352, vr. 

(46a). 
3 Yûsuf b. Yâkub, Menâk b-  erîf, p. 47-48; Hulvî, Lemezât, vr. 220a-b. 
4 Hulvî, Lemezât, vr. 221a. 
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time, he was sent by Sunbul Efendi as a sheikh to the tekke in the complex 
built by Hafsa Sultan, the mother of Suleiman the Magnificent, in Manisa. 
Since Kanuni was in Manisa as a “sanjak bey” at that time, Merkez Efendi 
must have gone to this city before the year 926 (1520) ,1 when Kanuni came to 
the throne. It is stated in the resourses that prince Kanuni also participated in 
the Merkez Efendi’s halakas here and even cried at times from his influential 
conversations.2 

In some of his later papers it is rumored that Merkez Efendi worked as a 
doctor in the hospital (Daru h-shifa) of the social complex in Manisa, where 
every year, during the Nevruz time he distributed the paste (famous mesir 
paste, Nevruziye) prepared from various spices to the poeple for health. It is 
known that the authors lived in Merkez Efendi’s period never mentioned this 
phenomenon and that the construction of such a hospital was completed in 946 
(1539), long after Merkez Efendi left Manisa, so all these makes this 
information doubtful.3 Huseyin Vassaf Efendi (d. 1929), one of the late Sufi 
authors, summarizing all information about the Mesir paste as a medicine and 
an invention of Merkez Efendi, says: 
I heard from some sheikhs that Merkez Efendi worked as a physician while was 
in Manisa and that he treated one patient here. I asked this to Sheikh Zekai 
Efendi, one of the Sunbuliyye sheikhs, but he said that had no information 
about it. One person from Manisa told me that Nevruziyya (Mesir paste) was 
invented by Merkez Efendi and generally distributed among the people of 
Manisa during Nevruz celebrating in March. Since this story has been told for 
approximately 350 years, it must have some origin”. 4 

Emel Esin, who stated herself as one of descendants of Merkez Efendi, in 
her article about sheikh wrote that the recipe of the Mesir paste is very similar 
to the recipe described in one sufi tractate of Ilyas Khorosani, related to the 
khalvet procedure. According to him, such food must be eaten for iftar during 
the “third khalvat”. 5 In this case, we can speak about the following possibility: 
Merkez Efendi applied this prescription to his disciples whom he put in the 
khalvat during his sheikhdom in Manisa, and later, when the people learned 
about it from the dervishes, he prepared the same prescription and started to 
distribute it to other people for health. Probably, after this incident, Merkez 
Efendi became popular as a doctor among the people. Indeed, it is well known 
that many other sheikhs are similarly known among the people as doctors, 
because they used to treat some diseases of unknown origin with the medicines 
prepared from plants or using their own healing breath.6 

                                                            
1 Yusuf b. Yakub, Menâk b-  erîf, p. 53; Hulvî, Lemezât, vr. 221a. 
2 Hulvî, Lemezât, vr. 221a. 
3 Feridun M. Emecen, XVI. Manisa Accident in the21st Century, Ankara 1989, p. 96. 
4 Hüseyin Vassâf, Sefîne-i Evliyâ-  Ebrar, Süleymaniye Ktp., Yazma Ba lar, c. III, nr. 2307, 
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5 Emel Esin, “Merkez Efendi ile ah Sultan Hakk nda Bir Hâ iye”, TurkiyatMecmûesi, XIX 
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 Sheikh in a Halveti-Sunbuli Post 

Upon the death of Sunbul Efendi in Muharrem 936 (September 1529) 
Merkez Efendi came from Manisa to Istanbul. According to the records, 
Sunbul Efendi did not say who would replace him in the Koja Mustafa Pasha 
dergah, but demanded be obeyed whoever is succeeded. According to the 
information recorded by Yusuf Efendi about lives of Sunbul Efendi and 
Merkez Efendi in his paper on the Khalveti sheikhs, based on the information 
he learned from his father Yakub Caliph, close to his death the followers asked 
Sheikh Sunbul Sinan Efendi : “To whom do you assign your duty?”. He 
replied: “the Almighty Allah determines it. Even if a black slave (abd-i-
habeshi) head up you, obey him, never misprize him." 1 According to Hulvi's 
records, he replied: “Whichever of our caliphs (successors) comes first from 
the province, our prayer rug is his.” 2 Ten days after his death, when Merkez 
Efendi came to the dergah in Istanbul to replace him no one took care of him 
first. Only Yakub Caliph who had grown up close to Sunbul Efendi, 
remembered Sheikh Sunbul’s will and immediately invited Merkez Efendi to 
his room. Rumour has it that Yakub Efendi went to bed that night waiting an 
inspiration in his dream. He sees in his dream that the pulpit has been placed on 
a high place and everyone is waiting for a person to speak here. Then Merkez 
Efendi went to the podium with a green turban. When sheik sit on the bench, 
the green turban on his head turned black. At this time someone said loudly: 
“the green is the colour of the Sharia and the black is the image of the Tariqa. 
The Sharia and Tariqa of this man are permissible.” When he woke up, he 
realized that the person Sunbul Efendi was pointing to for his position was 
Merkez Efendi. He immediately swore an alliance to him. Some of the other 
dervishes also swore alliance to him.3 This dream was recorded by Nevizade 
Atai with some differences. However, he additionally stated that Merkez 
Efendi took place in the dais and made an interpretation (made a tafsir) of the 
sura “Taha” from Holy Quran, and since it was also one of the names of the 
Prophet Muhammad (s.a.s.), it meant that the sheikh was competent for 
initiation (irshad) on the Muhammedian path .4 

Thus, Merkez Efendi started his irshad activitiy as the representative of the 
Sunbuliyya branch established by Sheikh Sunbul Sinan Efendi. As was mentioned 
above, Sunbuliyya branch is the continuation of the Jamaliyye, one of the main 
branches of the Khalwatiyya Order. The Koja Mustafa Pasha Complex, which was 
allocated to the Jamal Khalveti, the founder of the Jamaliyye, was accepted by 
other Khalvety branches of Istanbul as the main Khalwety tekke (Asitane) in the 
Ottoman capital city. Like in other Khalveti branches, in Sunbuliyya, the 
disciplining of nafs, the recitation of Allah’s seven names, khalvet and 
abstemiousness (riyazat) are among the basic principles of the tariqa. Again, as in 
all branches of Khalwatiyya, in Sunbuliyya, the disciples read the “Vird-i Settar”, 
                                                            
1 Yusuf b. Yakub, Menâk b-  erîf, p. 54. 
2 Hulvî, Lemezât, vr. 221a. 
3 Yusuf b. Yakub, Menâk b-  erîf, p. 54-55. 
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prepared by Sheikh Yahya-i Shirvani every day. However, there are also some 
features that distinguish the Sunbuli rituals from the Khalvatiyya in terms of form. 
The most important of these is that Khalvetis started the dhikr ritual by reading the 
Surah al-Mulk and the Sunbulis started by bringing Salat and salutation to Prophet 
Muhammad (s.a.s.). Rumour has it that on one Friday, as it was the custom, 
Sunbul Sinan recited the Surah al-Mulk at the beginning of the ritual, then he saw 
as the siluet of the Prophet (s.a.s.) entered the Tawhid-hane, so he stood up and 
saluted him. Since this time it has become a tradition to recite Sunbuli salat 
accompanied by special musical composition in the rituals. Using the Sunbuli 
crown with very sharp hillock and recitation of the chaunt “ Safha-i sadr nda dâim 
â k n efkâr  hû ” in the Huseyni makam, whose lyrics belong to Jamal Khalveti, 
before the every week devrani dhikr in the Asitane are elements that distinguishes  
Sunbuliyye from other Khalwatiyya branches.1 

 
Affinity with court and the Army Sheikdom 

According to the deed of bestowment dated 959 (1551-1552) relating to 
the bath and outbuildings of the Merkez Efendi complex in Istanbul,2 Merkez 
Efendi married to Shah Sultan, daughter of Yavuz Sultan Selim, and from this 
marriage was born his son, Ahmed Chelebi. According to the data of Emel 
Esin, a descendant of Merkez Efendi, this marriage took place between 918-
926 (1512-1520) while Merkez Efendi was in Manisa, but did not last long. 
Later Shah Sultan married to Lutfi Pasha. There are also those who say that her 
marriage to Merkez Efendi took place after Shah Sultan’s divorce from Lutfi 
Pasha.3 If we take into account the course of events recorded by Khalwati-
Sunbuli sheikhs Yusuf bin Yakub and Hulvi, 4 we must necessarily to conclude 
that this marriage took place after her divorce from Lutfi Pasha. However, 
considering the fact that Ahmed Chelebi was born from this marriage and that 
he was old enough to replace his father in his post, Emel Esin argues that it 
would not be historically possible for Merkez Efendi to marry Shah Sultan 
after her divorce from Lutfi Pasha. There are also those, who do not consider 
this marriage possible due to the extreme difference in age between them.5 It’s 
also not known whether Merkez Efendi’s marriage to Mirza Baba's daughter 
continued at the time of his marriage to Shah Sultan or not. According to the 
same document, Merkez Efendi had two other sons, namely Dervish Chelebi 
and Ali Chelebi. These children, whose mother was not mentioned and who 
were apparently not alive at the time of the writing of the document, as well as 
his daughter, Ummi Hatun (mentioned in the Shah Sultan reference, Esin, p. 
82) were probably born from the first marriage of Merkez Efendi. In the 
Ottoman Authors it is stayted, that Ahmed Chelebi also had a brother named 
                                                            
1 Hür Mahmud Yücer, “Sünbüliyye”, D A, XXXVIII, 139. 
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Rajab.1 Chal koglu says that there is a rumor that the child born of Shah Sultan 
bears the name Rajab, without mentioning Ahmed Chelebi.2 

There has been a close tekke-madrasa relationship as well as remarkable 
tekke- statesmens solidarity in the Ottoman Empire due to the respect and 
support demonstrated from the goverment administrators to Sufi people since 
its establishment. Thus, many Sufis, who came to Anatolia as immigrants from 
various regions before the establishment of the Empire formed the basis for the 
next activities in this geography. They settled in villages and also in completely 
empty and secluded places, engaged in agrocultural and farming activities here 
and made them suitable for settlement. These dervishes, including veterans and 
those who participated in the conquests, established many tekkes (dervish 
lodges) along the borders, which significantly facilitated the operation of army 
during military operations. These selfless efforts of Sufis influenced the state 
administrators and brought their support. As a result, they were given acquittals 
for official settlement in these lands, for some of them were set up new tekke 
and they were exempted from some taxes.3 In the centuries following the 
foundation period, a self improvement of sheikhs in such fields as medicine, 
astronomy, music, calligraphy, painting, embroidery, divitism, floriculture and 
etc. not only enabled some tekke to become institutions that also functioned as 
“Schools of Fine Arts” or “Hospitals”, but deepened their relations with state 
administrators. In addition, the sheikh’s modest attitude towards the large 
donations made by statesmen personally to them strengthened the trust in them. 
This atmosphere of trust caused many statesmen, especially the sultans, to visit 
the sheikhs of the tariqa in their tekke and consult with them on some issues, 
and even to be influenced so much that to receive dhikr from them.4 Some 
sheikhs like sheikh al-Islams performed coronation ceremonies and the sword-
siege ceremonies of Sultans or prayed for success of the military operations. 
Some sheikhs were invited to the Sultan’s palace and the courtiesrs also 
benefited from their conversations. Over time, as in the case of Merkez Efendi, 
between sheikhs and statesmen also formed a kinship. Among them there were 
those, who were paid salaries due to their Sufi activities and those who 
appointed to such positions as sheikh al- Islam’s deputy, mufti, kazyasker, 
judge (kady), royal imam, mentor for prince, teacher, preacher, clerk, merchant 
sheikh, hekimba  (main doktor) and astrologer. One of the duties assignet to 
them was “The Army sheikdom”. Especially the sheikh’s sermons, organized 
for raising the morale of the army during the military campaigns had serious 
impact on the realization of the conquests.5 In this context, Kanuni Sultan 
                                                            
1 Bursal  Mehmed Tâhir, Ottoman Authors, Istanbul 1333, I, 23. 
2 The Illustrated Life and Identities of M. As m Çal ko lu, Sünbül Efendi and Merkez Efendi, 

Istanbul 1960; 
3 For documents, see. Ömer Lütfi Barkan, “Foundations and Assignments as a Settlement and 

Colonization Method in the Ottoman Empire: Colonizer Turkish Dervishes and Zâviyler of the Istîlâ 
Revolutions”, VD, II (1942), Istanbul 1974, p. 282, 288, 290-292, 294, 296-299. 

4 see Re at Öngören, “Ottoman Sûfîlerin farkl  Toplum Kesimleri ile li ki Tarzlar ”, Journal 
of Islamic Studies, III (1999), p. 20-21. 

5 For the sheikhs who participated in the campaigns with the Ottoman army from the foundation to the 
period of the Central Master, see. Re at Öngören, “Ottoman Sûfîlerin farkl  Toplum Kesimleri ile 
li ki Tarzlar ”, Journal of Islamic Studies, III (1999), pp. 10-12; a. mlf., Történte Bir Ayd n 
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Suleyman appointed Merkez Efendi, whom he had the opportunity to get 
closely to know by participating in his halaqa in Manisa, as an Army sheikh 
when he went on the Corfu campaign in 1537.1 

 
Merkez Efendi’s Sufi/Religious activities and successors 

Although Merkez Efendi was mostly domiciled in the Koja Mustafa Pasha 
dergah in Istanbul, where Sheikh Sunbul Sinan Efendi continued his irshad 
practice, from time to time he also was visited other tekkes. In addition, he was 
preaching in the Fatih and Hagia Sophia mosques. Merkez Efendi, who was 
“sahib-i tertib”, becouse had never missed any namaz since his childhood, 
emphasized that the namaz should be performed together with the congregation 
(cemaat namaz ). During his travels in Istanbul and Anatolia, he rode on his 
donkey and went to the community, told them about the rules and prohibitions 
of the religion, when met the children studying in school gave them gifts and 
tryed to make them happy, and warned farmers in the field not to mistreat the 
animals.2 

On the other hand, he was trying to reach to wider audiences by sending to 
different regions those dervishes who completed his spiritual education and get 
permission (icazet). He sent one of his leading successors, Caliph Yakub 
Germiyani to the city of Yanya, now settled in northern Greece. When the 
above mentioned Shah Sultan, nurse of Kanuni Sultan Suleyman, went to this 
city with her husband Lutfi Pasha, who was appointed as the governor (bey) of 
Yanya, she obeyed Yakub Efendi. When Lutfi Pasha became the beylerbeyi of 
Karaman in 940 (1533) she come back and started to establish close relations 
with Merkez Efendi. This proximity provided some financial opportunities for 
the spread of Khalwatiyya Order, to which Merkez Efendi belonged, and he 
appointed foundations for the tekke and mosque (where the tomb of the 
Merkez Efendi is located today) that Merkez Efendi had built outside 
Yenikapi.3 It is reported that Merkez efendi found some spring near the tekke, 
which is believed to be healing, and soon a bath was built here. This area, 
which was an empty land at that time, soon became full of people and started to 
be known as the “Merkez Province” of the region.4 

In 1533 (or after 1537) Shah Sultan built a mosque and zawiya (a small 
drervish lodge) on her own land in Eyup and added another mosque to them in 
963 (1555-1556), which could be used also as Tawhidhane. When her husband 
Lutfi Pasha became a grand vizir in 946 (1539), she built one else mosque and 
zawiya next to their palace in Davutpasha. Merkez Efendi appointed first one 
of his successors, Gomleksiz Mehmed Efendi, and upon his death in 951 
(1544), Seyyid Abdulhalik Efendi to the zawiya in Eyup, and upon the request 
of Shah sultan Yakup efendi from Yanya to a Zawiyah in Davutpasha and his 

                                                                                                                                                             
Tarikat  Zeynîler, stanbul 2003, p. 87; a. mlf., Ottoman Sufism in Anatolia Sufis State and Ulemâ 
[XVI. Century], Istanbul 2003, p. 269-273. 

1 Yusuf b. Yakub, Menâk b-  erîf, p. 53; Hulvî, Lemezât, vr. 223a. 
2 See Yusuf b. Yakub, Menâk b-  erîf, p. 53; Hulvî, Lemezât, vr. 223a-224a. 
3 Hulvî, Lemezât, vr. 225A 
4 Yusuf b. Yakub, Menâk b-  erîf, p. 56; Hulvî, Lemezât, vr. 225A 
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son-in-law Seyyid Muslihuddin to the zawiya outside Yenikapy, that he had 
built.1 

Merkez Efendi sent his son Ahmed Chelebi to Baba Nakkash Tekke 
located in Uskudar-Nakkashtepe,2 Köse Muhyiddin Efendi from his other 
successors to the zawiya builtby him next to Odabash  Mosque in stinye, 3 
Abdi Efendi from Antalya, Finikya first to the zawiya located next to Sultan 
Bayezid Mosque in ncekeze, and then to the Memar Acemi Tekke located in 
Fatih, Ahmed Cheleby from Karaman 4 to the Tercuman Yunus zawiya 
(Dira man Tekke) in Fatih, Shemseddin Ahmed Efendi, known as Uzun 
Shems, 5 to the Tekke he had built in his hometown Tire, Ayd n,6 Ahmed 
Beshir efendi from Kutahya to the Tekke he had built in his village Garbalc , 7 
and Bihishti Ramazan Efendi from Vize to the zawiya he had built in Chorly 
burg in Trakya.8 

In addition, as it is understood from the Haseki Complex vakfiyya dated 
1551 (registered under No. 2194/95811) presented in Turkish Islamic Arts 
Museum, Merkez Efendi had built a mosque in the village Sari Mahmudlu, 
where he was born, and one of his sheikhs served here.9 It is stated, that people 
attributed to Merkez Efendi additionally one chilehane and school in the same 
village and another madrasa and well in the center of Denizli. 10 Although it is 
known that his son Ahmed Chelebi went to his hometown Denizli after his 
bustle in Baba Nakkash zawiya, there is no information about the activities of 
Merkez Efendi there. 

 
After his death 

Merkez Efendi, who was acknowledged as “stupendous and restitudinous 
person, like sahabe”, passed away in 959 (1551-52) at the age of 90, after a 
fruitful long life. Funeral prayer was performed by Sheikh al-Islam Ebussuud 
Efendi in the Fatih Mosque and he was buried next to the dergah builted 
outside Yenikap . Sheikh al-Islam characterized him as: in the world we saw 
only him as a guileless man and dated his death in this verse: “Let’s Allah 
make light (nur) the center of his circle”.11 

After Merkez Efendi, who is stated to have more than five hundred 
successors when died, the resourses give contentious information about who 
took his place in the Koja Mustafa Pasha dergah: his son, Ahmed Chelebi or 
Yakub Caliph. As it is undrstood from Nevizade Atai and Hulvi records, first 
                                                            
1 Hulvî, Lemezât, vr. 225A 
2 Hulvî, Lemezât, vr. 225b. 
3Atâî, Hadâiku 'l-hakâik, p. 360; Hulvî, Lemezât, vr. 226a. 
4 Hulvî, Lemezât, vr. 283a-b. 
5Atâî, Hadâiku'l-hakâik, p. 203. 
6 Atâî, Hadâiku'l-hakâik, p. 193 
7Atâî ,Hadâiku'l-hakâik, p. 203-204. 
8 Bursal , Ottoman Authors, I, 42. 
9 Ali Haydar Bayat, “Yeni Kaynaklar n I nda Merkez Efendi ve Hakk nda Baz  Falluklar n 

Düzeltilmesi”, Türk Dünyas  Ara t rmalar , LXV (1990), p. 121-131; 
10 The Illustrated Life and Identities of M. As m Çal ko lu, Sünbül Efendi and Merkez Efendi, 

Istanbul 1960; 
11  See Yusuf b. Yakub, Menâk b-  erîf, p. 56; Hulvî, Lemezât, vr. 225b. 
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Ahmed Chelebi sat in the post and when he willingly left his post in a time, he 
was replaced by Yakub Caliph . 1 

Although there is no written papers from the pencil of Merkez Efendi, 
some of his chants (ilahi) are found in the relevant literature. Three of them, in 
which he used the Merkezi pseudonym, with an explanation of the contained 
notions, were published by Ismail Yak t .2 
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Abstract: Sufi and mystic are common words in the early Islamic centuries that 
refer to the people who use all their efforts to have a close relationship with Almighty 
God. Mystic and Sufi are two words that have the same meaning and are synonyms, 
but Sufi mainly expresses the external aspect of the case, and Mystic expresses its 
inner part. Sufis and mystics have a different view of God, existence, man and life, 
which is called the unity of existence or the existence of unity; it is a continuous, 
integrated and infinite existence that covers all reality and has left no room for 
secondary existence. In order to explain the unity of existence, mystics have used 
examples like the sea and its waves, the mirror and the image of the event in it and 
tried to prove the separateness each one from the other, also proving the oneness and 
dependence of the sea waves and the image in the mirror, find out its origin. 

Keywords: the existence of unity, mystic, Sufi, adaptation

  

Mistikl r v  Sufil r bax m ndan k lam v  varl n v hd ti 

Sayed X L L KOH  
 

Xülas : Sufi v  mistik ilk slam srl rind  Uca Allahla yax n münasib t qurmaq 
üçün bütün s yl rini s rf ed n insanlara aid ümumi sözl rdir. Mistik v  sufi eyni 
m nal  v  sinonim olan iki sözdür, lakin sufi sas n i in zahiri t r fini, mistik is  onun 
daxili hiss sini ifad  edir. T s vvüf v  mistikl rin Allaha, varl a, insana, h yata f rqli 
bax  var ki, bu da varl n v hd ti, birliyin varl  adlan r; bütün reall  hat  ed n 
v  ikinci d r c li varl a yer qoymayan davaml , bütöv v  sonsuz bir varl qd r. 
Mistikl r varl n v hd tini izah etm k üçün d niz v  onun dal as , güzgü v  ondak  
hadis nin t sviri kimi misallardan istifad  etmi , h r birinin dig rind n ayr l n  
isbatlama a çal m , eyni zamanda onlar n birliyini v  as l l n  isbatlam lard r. 

Açar sözl r: V hd t varl , mistik, Sufi, uy unla ma 
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Introductory and basic concepts  

1. Sufi 

There are different theories about the derivation of the word Sufi, some of 
which are discussed in order to better understand the word Sufi: Sufi, derived 
from Sufa, was the name of a person who was adjacent to the house of Kaaba 
and who had completely dedicated himself to the house of God; Those who 
were similar to him in every way were called Sufi after him. Some of the 
immigrants in Madinah, because they did not have a specific place, settled in a 
brotherly manner on the Safa or platform of the Madina mosque and lived an 
ascetic life together. Others say the word Sufi is derived from Sufana, which is 
a plant that grows in the mountains by itself, and this plant was a group of 
ascetics Food and poor people in Arabia in ancient times. Others derive the 
word Sufi from Suf al-Qafa or Safa, which means the purity of the Sufis heart, 
or Saf, which was used in congregations at the beginning of Islam. Finally, 
some consider Sufi to be related to Suf, which means wool, and based on this 
meaning, Sufism means pashmina. Pushi and Sufi means wearing pashmina. In 
this sense, Sufi is an Arabic word derived from Suf; the name of the ascetics 
and austerities of the first Islamic century as Sufi is that who wore pashmina 
clothes. The word Sufi was used for the first time in 160 AH when a person 
named Abu Hashem Kufi became known as Abu Hashem Kufi Sufi (Aria, 
1381: 15-16). One of the most important definitions of Sufism is the definition 
of Ibn Arabi, a famous Islamic mystic, who says in relation to Sufism: "Sufism 
is standing with al-Adaab al-Shari'a, outwardly and inwardly, and it is al-Khalq 
al-Ilahiyyah." It is divine. (Amininejad, 1387: 26, quoted from Ibn Arabi's 
Treatise on Al-Sufiyyah Terms; p. 4). 

 
2. Mystic 

Arif, which is the name of mysticism subject, has the same root and 
meaning as knowledge, but not just any knowledge, but knowledge that brings 
human discovery and intuition to God through the heart. According to this 
definition, a mystic means a knower of God. For the first time, Junaid 
Baghdadi was called by this word, which in terms of time was a century after 
the use of the word Sufi, after that the words Sufi and mystic have been used 
interchangeably, but in the same synonymy, Sufi had an outward aspect and 
mystic an inward aspect. Ibn Sina put the word ``Arif'' next to the words 
``Ascetic'' and ``Ab d'' and says: ``An ascetic is someone who seeks his desired 
goal by staying away from the world, and a devotee is someone who seeks his 
goal by resorting to worship, but an ascetic is someone who is totally focused 
on the world. Quds should understand, while he constantly wants the light of 
truth to shine in his head" (Amininejad, 2007: 28, quoted from Ibn Sina's Al-
Asharat and Tanbihat, Chapter 2 of the 9th Chapter). 
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Mystic theology 

Mystical theology is a type of Sufi and mystics thought, which is very 
different from the superficiality. From the perspective of mystics, God is pure 
existence and all creatures are a part of his existence, the exaltation is like the 
light that rises from his manifestation and shines in a mirror, then the light 
from the same mirror shines to other mirrors and illuminates everywhere, 
short-sighted people They think that the light is emitted from the mirror, while 
the light shines from its original center in the mirror and illuminates the light of 
other mirrors. If the light is taken from its original source, no mirror will be 
able to emit light anymore, because they are not the source of light, but the 
light. They are temporary and belong to the first source. This is also the case in 
the unity of the creator and the created, God is the origin of existence and the 
source of all existences, the rest of the things, whatever they are, take their 
existence from God and return to Him. The most important mystical issue is 
the mystics' special view of Almighty God, which is called the unity of 
existence, this issue is one of the most important and complex issues of Islamic 
mysticism and all divine sciences. 

The mystical unity of existence is the existence of an infinite person who 
has filled the entire existence and everything outside in such a way that there is 
no more space left for other existences, an interconnected existence, a fabric 
and infinity that fills all the real texts in levels and levels. And this simple and 
absolute existence is the Supreme God. (Amininejad, 215: 2017) 

 
The founder of the philosophy of unity of existence in Islam 

Although Ibn Arabi himself did not mention unity of existence in his 
works. However, scholars after him consider Ibn Arabi to be the founder of the 
mystical philosophy of the existence unity. The interpretations of the Mystical 
philosophy of the existence unity in the Ibn Arabi works and his commentators 
are as follows: "Ibn Arabi sees this and knows that the truth of existence is the 
principle and the source of all creations, which by nature is the crippling of 
non-existence. Goodness is pure and unitary according to personal unity, not 
numerical, intrinsic unity, not numerical, it is a condition of all conditions, 
even of the condition of application. It is absolute from all limitations, even 
from adverbial adverbs. This electronic work is based on what scholars of 
rational science have said about the totality of nature. Just as existence is one, 
the existence that has the truth of existence is also one because of the 
conscience of the thing itself. The truth of existence and existence in the 
aforementioned sense is the burden of the sublime, that existence is pure, pure, 
obligatory, pure good, without the absolute condition of all the conditions and 
limitations, the origin. And it is the source of all works. Therefore, there is only 
one truth, one existence, and one true being in existence, which is "right". 
Therefore, the word Shahadat, which does not exist and does not exist except 
Allah, means that there is no truth except the right to exist. This pure truth and 
the single right are things, moods, manifestations, determinations and appearances 
that appear in the home of knowledge, the clothes of fixed names and entities, in 
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the stage of the mind, in the realm of the mind, in the external order, 
manifestations of external entities and entities, which are the result of this 
emergence, manifestation, determination, Development and abundance are found 
and the world emerges. Therefore, creation is right, appearance is right, 
manifestation is right, unity is right, and plurality is right. The existence of truth is 
the essence of true existence. The existence of creation, the manifestations and 
emergence of the existence of truth" (Jahangiri, 1367: 199-200). 

 
Exploitation of the Mystical philosophy of unity of existence in the 
interpretation of the Qur'an 

 Ibn Arabi, who wrote a commentary on the Qur'an called Tafsir al-Qur'an 
al-Karim, expressed the Mystical philosophy of the existence unity in the 
verses of the Qur'an that described the names and attributes of God. For 
example, in verse 163 of Surah Al-Baqarah (and your God is one, there is only 
one God, He is the Merciful, the Most Merciful) it is written that, O 
monotheists, the deity to whom you have dedicated your worship is one deity. 
An absolute unit that nothing exists apart from him and there is no being apart 
from him that can be worshipped. How can you become a partner for him when 
everything other than him is pure nothingness? God is merciful, which means 
that His mercy includes all creatures, and He is merciful, whose mercy includes 
the guidance of believers and unbelievers. This is the first verse that was 
revealed in the order of the Qur'an about monotheism. The oldest monotheism 
is from God's side, not from our side, because the first monotheism from our 
side is the monotheism of verbs and this is the monotheism of essence (Ibn 
Arabi, 1422: 1/62). 

In the 17th verse of Rome (Glory be to God when He is praying and when 
He is praying) it is written that the God who is other than Him has an effect in 
the existence in terms of attributes, actions or effects other than the One God 
(Ibn Arabi, 1422: 2/139). 

About verse 57 of the event (Nahnu Khalaqanakum Falaw La 
Tusaddiquon) he writes that We created you in order to make you appear with 
Our presence, and We made Our appearance in your forms a reality (Ibn Arabi, 
1422: 2/314). 

In the eighth verse of Surah Muzamal (And remember the name of your 
Lord and remember the name of your Lord, and do not forget, because God 
will forget you) Be diligent to study perfection after knowing the truth (Ibn 
Arabi, 1422: 2/382). 

In the explanation of the fourth verse of Surah Shuri (Laho ma fi al-
sammawat wa ma fi al-arz wa howa al-aliyyop al-azeem) the author explained 
the philosophy of existence and says that everything that exists is the 
manifestation of the attributes, the form of the state and the place of God's 
actions. He has a higher rank than being restricted by form and clearly 
determined. Everyone is small in the sight of God's power and mortal in God's 
greatness (Ibn Arabi, 1422: 2/227). 
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In other verses of the Qur'an, such as 4 Hadid, 67 Zamr, 16 AH, etc., the 
verses of the Qur'an are adapted to the existential philosophy of Ibn Arabi. 

Tafsir al-Qur'an al-Karim sometimes gives a brief philosophical 
explanation from this point of view. For example, in verse seventh of Surah Al-
Mujadalah (We are not of the Najwa of the three except He is the fourth of 
them, and there is no fifth except He is the sixth of them, and there is no more 
and less than that He is with them...) is writing, Humans are distinguished from 
God not by numbers or comparisons, but by their special determinations, and 
they are veiled from God by the nature of their individuality. They are 
separated from him because they are necessarily possible to exist in their nature 
and identity, and it has been realized due to the necessity of his essence (being 
necessary). It is connected with them by inserting its own identity in his 
identity and appearing in their manifestations, and it is hidden in their essence 
and personal existence. As a result, he makes these beings equal to his 
existence and necessarily gives them determination through his existence. 
Therefore, the credit of God is the fourth person and the credit of the truth is 
the same as theirs (Ibn Arabi, 1422: 2/324). 

 
The unity of existence in the plurality of objects  

Unity in plurality is one of Ibn Arabi's ideas. According to this idea, the 
manifestations of unity and plurality are both correct, the existence of God is 
the true existence and essence of existence, and the existence of creatures is the 
manifestation and appearance of that essence. This multiplicity is not a pure 
and imaginary validity as some people have thought, so that the distinction 
between truth and creation, and appearances and appearances of God and the 
world disappears. In this multiplicity, the supreme nature of the right has not 
been reduced to the level of creation and the lowly nature of creation has not 
found unity, but the right is the right and the creation is the creation. 
Appearance is appearance and appearance is manifestation. If you were not 
God, this shadow would not have been found, and if that unity had not 
appeared, this plurality would not have appeared. Of course, in Ibn Arabi's 
mysticism, it is sometimes seen that right and creation are considered to be the 
same thing, and sometimes they are not. Where they are known as the same, 
the meaning of the right is the right of the creation, and where they are known 
differently, the meaning of the right is the essence of the unity of the right, 
which is transcendent and established by creation. Right and creation are two 
aspects, individual and one. Inherent oneness, in the presence of oneness and 
the validity of the names inherent in the presence of God, is no longer a 
creation but a right (Jahangiri, 1367: 200-201). 

 
 Exploiting the idea of unity in plurality in interpreting the Qur'an 

 Tafsir of the Holy Qur'an in the first verse of Surah Ikhlas (Qul huwa 
Allahu ahad) deals with the adaptation of this verse with the idea of unity in the 
plurality of Ibn Arabi. , that is, the essence without the validity of the attributes, 
which no one knows about except himself, "Allah" is instead of "Who" and 
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defines the essence with all its attributes. The purpose of bringing Badal here is 
to show that God's attributes are not superfluous to his essence, but are the 
same essence that there is no distinction between them except for intellectual 
validity. This surah is called Ikhlas because Ikhlas means the truth of one many 
doubts. According to Amir al-Mu'minin Ali (a.s.), complete sincerity towards 
God is the negation of his attributes. Because every attribute is a proof that 
something is other than what it describes. On the other hand, every description 
is proof that something is other than the attribute that describes it, and this is 
exactly what the speakers say that God's attributes are neither himself nor other 
than him. That is, according to the validity of reason and otherwise according 
to the truth. "Sunday" is the news of Ho's beginners. The difference between 
Ahud and Vahid is that Ahud is essence alone and without the validity of 
multiplicity, that is, the pure truth that is the source of camphor (kawsar). In 
other words, it is the camphor spring itself. It exists because it exists without 
restrictions such as general and particular, the condition of width and non-
width. The unity in essence is due to the multiplicity of attributes. Therefore, 
Hazrat is the name, because the name of the essence is combined with the 
attributes. Therefore, the absolute truth that only God knows is expressed by 
the word "Hu". "Ho" is a substitute for essence with all the attributes and it 
means that the attributes are in fact the same as the essence. The unity of its 
news is meant to imply that the multiplicity of credit is nothing in reality, and it 
does not introduce invalidity into its unity and does not affect it. Rather, Hazrat 
Vahidit is actually Hazrat Ahadit. Separating oneness from oneness is like 
keeping the drops of the sea separate from each other (Ibn Arabi, 1422: 2/468).  

The subject of unity in plurality in Ibn Arabi's philosophy of existential 
unity could not be expressed more clearly than this. 

 
Three levels of existence (Essence, Attributes, and Actions)  

The three levels of existence, from the interpretation point of view of the 
Holy Qur'an, are the essence of God in which all things exist beyond any 
general form and general and partial determination in God. Hazrat Safat and 
Asma, in which God manifests the many aspects of infinite possibilities under 
the form of all meanings, which Ibn Arabi mentioned as ``Ayan Thabita''. The 
presence of verbs in which the divine essence manifests the possibilities within 
beings through their successive appearances in the formal world (Lori, 2013: 
98). These three worlds mentioned in a symbolic form in the verse Bismillah of 
Surah Hamad are clearly stated "The name is something by which the object is 
known. Therefore, God's names are a type of form that, with their 
characteristics and identities, indicate the nature of God's attributes, their 
existence, the face of God, and their determination, the unity of God. Because 
these names are appearances and God is known by these names. Allah is the 
name of God by virtue of his essence, not by virtue of being attributed to 
attributes. Rahman is according to the requirements of wisdom and the capacity 
and ability of God's name, like the beginning of creation and the bestower of 
existence and perfection on everything. Rahim is a spiritual perfection that is 
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unique to the human race, which is why it is said to be the most merciful of the 
World and the Most Merciful of the Hereafter. According to the mentioned 
cases, the meaning of the verse is that I begin and read with the perfect human 
form, comprehensive public and special mercy, which is the manifestation of 
the divine essence and the supreme right combined with all the attributes. 
When the Prophet of Islam said, "I have received the teachings of the word and 
I have been sent to complete the rituals of morality," he indicated that the 
words of truth are the revelations of beings, just as Jesus (pbuh) was called the 
word of God. It has been said that the prophets (pbuh) established a 
relationship between the letters of the alphabet and the levels of beings. During 
the time of Jesus (pbuh), Hazrat Ali (pbuh) and some of the companions, 
evidence has been obtained that indicates this issue. Therefore, it has been said 
that the creatures came into existence in the name of Allah. "Alif, which comes 
after Ba, corresponds to God's essence, because Ba is the letter that comes after 
Al." B is an allusion to the first intellect, which is the first creation of God, and 
God says to him that I have not created anything that is more beloved and more 
precious to me than you. I will punish you. There are eighteen letters that can 
be pronounced in the name of God, and nineteen written letters. When the 
words are separated from each other, the separated letters become twenty-two 
letters. "Hijde Malfooz refers to eighteen thousand worlds." Here, A is the 
whole number and includes all levels of numbers; this is the words of Umm al-
Muratb, there is no number higher than him. "So A is a symbol, the mother of 
the worlds, and the expression of the world of power, kingdom, throne, seat, 
seven heavens and four elements, the three births, which are animals, plants 
and inanimate objects, each of which has details. In addition, A refers to the 
human world. Although it is possible for a human being to enter the animal 
world, but because of the honor and comprehensiveness of the whole existence, 
it has another world, just as Gabriel was separated from the angels in verse 98 
of Al-Baqarah, "and the messengers angels of Jibreel", the human world is also 
considered separate from the animal world. In the writing of the three letters, 
the letter A is not written at the beginning of the name, in the middle of Allah 
and in the middle of Rahman. These three missing alphabets, which 
complement the number twenty-two, when they are separated, refer to the 
divine world and the right to the validity of essence, attributes and actions. The 
three alphabets that are written - Al-Allah, Al-Rahman and Al-Rahim - refer to 
the appearance of three worlds on the supreme manifestation of humanity and 
the presence of the divine world. When the Prophet was asked, where did A, B 
go in the name of Allah? His Holiness said that the devil had stolen him and 
ordered the lengthening of B due to the absence of A, that this act refers to the 
concealment of divine divinity in the form of God's mercy and its appearance 
in human form, as no one except the people of God knows about it. It is stated 
in a hadith that God created Adam (as) in his own image. Therefore, the 
essence is through the attributes, the attributes are through the actions and 
actions with existence and hidden works. For anyone who can remove the veil 
of being, for him the actions have been manifested in a great way, and the state 
of trust is given to him. From those whose veil of actions is removed, their 
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attributes are manifested in a perfect way, and they are satisfied and 
surrendered. And in those who manifest their essence, by removing veils, the 
attributes become mortal in unity, and our absolute unit and subject becomes a 
dignified verb in the name of Allah, the Most Merciful,and the Most Merciful. 
The monotheism of verbs precedes the monotheism of attributes and the 
monotheism of attributes precedes the monotheism of essence. The Prophet of 
Islam mentioned these three types of monotheism by saying the following 
hadith: "I seek refuge from your punishment in your forgiveness, your anger in 
your satisfaction, and from yourself in yourself" (Ibn Arabi, 1422: 1/7-8). 

 
Explaining the existence of unity  

 In order to clarify his meaning, mystics provide examples to explain the 
unity of existence, each of which deals with the relationship between truth and 
creation, which is one of the most detailed Mystical topics. It should be 
remembered that the above-mentioned parables should be considered only 
from the aspect of the parable in question, not to cause misunderstanding and 
misinterpretation.  

1. The sea and its waves: the waves of the sea are non-sea because you can 
imagine a sea that has no waves and then comes to waves. These waves are 
different from the sea, because when the sea was not wavy, there were no 
waves, on the other hand, nothing was added to the sea, after the sea became 
wavy, there is nothing other than the sea and the sea water, but even so, no one 
can deny the wave and consider it subjective and imaginary. 

 2. Mirror and image: If a room is decorated with a variety of colored and 
non-colored, convex and concave mirrors, when a person enters this room, he 
sees the image of thousands of people, and each mirror reflects a specific 
image and effect of a person according to its ability. Is. Although several 
thousand people with different faces can be seen in this collection, all of them 
are manifestations of the same person who is in the middle of the mirrors. 
From the point of view of the mystics, the example of Almighty God with his 
servants is also similar, that is, all beings from the first reason to the first 
matter are all mirrors of the truth face, and each being is a reflection of the 
truth according to its ability, the existence of the truth is the same, but each 
being is caused by Beings and beings are to be seen. (Amininejad, 224:2387) 

 
Conclusion 

 Mystics and Sufis have a special attitude towards God, which according to 
their interpretation is called the unity of existence; the unity of existence means 
that there is no existence except God, and all beings are a reflection of His 
Exaltation, which is considered different from others according to the vision 
and attitude of each person. 
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Abstract: The great Azerbaijani poet and thinker Nizami Ganjavi’s magnificent 
masnavi poems, which are inherited to the World literature, also include encyclopaedic 
knowledge from various branches of science and deep treasures of wisdom. However, both 
Nizami Ganjavi's Sufi identity and the Sufi content of his poems have been subjected to serious 
debate for last years. Makhzen al-Asrar (The treasury of mysteries), which is the first and 
shortest masnavi poem of his five poems, has been taught as a textbook in madrasas for 
centuries in various regions of Islamic world due to its educational content and was emulated 
by most poets. Shamullah Shamy Efendi, 16th c. translator of Persian Sufi poetry, also a 
renowned Mawlevi dervish, was one of the first to translate this poem into Turkish. His “ erh-i 
Mahzenü’l-Esrar” includes the entire translation of Makhzen al-Asrar, necessary commentaries 
and comparisons with similar couplets written by Hafiz, Attar, Rumi, Jami. Shamy Efendi also 
completed and translated the masnavi poem “Tohfat al- Ahrar” of Jami with comments, which 
was inspired by Makhzan al-Asrar. According to his own admission, Abdurrahman Jami wrote 
his masnavis under the influence of Nizami Ganjavi, who he accepted as his master and 
imitated both in form and structure, going as far as borrowing entire stories. A detailed 
examination of the Persian text of Makhzen al-Asrar with commentary of Shamy Efendi and 
comparison of Jami’s “Tohfat al- Ahrar” show that the poem contains all basic knowledge that 
should be in a Sufi tractate, and a poet himself most probably had been initiated under the 
guidance of a Sufi master (or masters). Makhzen al-Asrar was written for the Sultan Bahram 
Shah to encourage him to administer justice in his country and to make him forego from the 
ambitions and bent toward spiritual life. The purification of human inner self from moral 
defects and the adornment him with virtues and good character is the main aim of Islamic 
Sufism and it has been processed in detail in all masnavies of Nizami Ganjavi. Most probably 
he was a serios Akhy Sheikh, his aim was not to speak about the deep metaphysical concepts 
but to bring Sufism into ordinary people daily life. Shamy Efendi commentaries show that 
there are serious similarities between the poetry of recognized Persian Sufi poets; Jalaladdin 
Rumi, Jami, Attar, Hafez, Saadi and Nizami Ganjavi in style, used metaphors and literary 
expressions. The ideas of Wahdat-i vujud and the Perfect Man ( insan-i kamil), which will be 
elaborated by Ibn Arabi and his followers in next years, were handled before by him almost in 
the same framework. As Seyyed Hossein Nasr said: “Rumi provides the meaning/spirit of 
Sufism, Nizami its form/body and you can't have one without the other”. 

Keywords: Nizami Ganjavi, Makhzen al-Asrar, Sufism, Sufi poets, Sufi poetry. 
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T s vvüf nöqteyi-n z rind n Nizami G nc vinin 

“M hz n l- srar" m sn visinin qiym tl ndirilm si 

S ad t M MM DOVA 

 

Xülas : Dahi Az rbaycan airi v  müt f kkiri Nizami G nc vinin dünya d biyyat na 
miras qalm  s rl rinin h r biri d biyyat sah sind  bir ah s r olmakla birlikd  müxt lif elm 
sah l rin  ait ensiklopedik bilgil ri v  d rin irfan x zin l rini d  hat  edir. Son ill rd  h m 
Nizami G nc vinin t s vvüfi/irfani xsiyy ti h m d  onun s rl rinin t s vvüfl  laq si 
m s l si d biyyatç lar aras nda ciddi mübahis l r  s b b olmu dur. Onun “X ms ”sin  daxil 
olan be  m sn vinin birincisi v  n q sas  olan “M hz n l- srar” (Sirl r X zin si) srl r 
boyu slam dünyas n n müxt lif regionlar ndak  m dr s l rd  d rslik kimi t dris edilmi  v  
tan nm  airl rin ks riyy ti t r find n ona n zir l r yaz lm d r. Tan nm  Fars poeziyas  
t rcüm çisi v  rhçisi, özü d  bir M vl vi d rvi i olan mullah mi f ndi (ö. 1602) bu 
s ri türk dilin  çevirmi dir. O, " rh-i M hz n l- srar" s rind  m sn vinin tamam n n 

t rcüm sini, istifad  edil n t s vvüf qavramlar n n izah n  v  m hur sufi airl r: Hafiz, Attar, 
Rumi, Caminin ox ar beytl ri il  müqayis sini vermi dir. mi f ndi, bdurr hman Caminin 
“M hz n l- srar”a n zir  olarak yazd  "Tohf t l- hrar" adl  m sn visini d  
tamamlayaraq t rcüm  v  rh etmi dir. bdürr hman Cami, Nizami G nc vini öz mü llimi 
hesab etmi , öz s rl rini onun t siri alt nda yazm , h m v zn, h m d  qurulu  bax m ndan 
onu t qlid etmi dir. “M hz n l- srar” n farsca m tninin, mi f ndinin rhinin v  
Caminin "Tohf t l- hrar" m sn visinin trafl  ara d rmalar  göst rir ki, bu s r d b 
mövzusunda yaz lm  bir t s vvüf risal sidir v  onun içind  bu cür s rl rin m tnin  xas 
kifay t q d r m lumat vard r. Çox güman ki, Nizami G nc vi özü d  yüks k s viyy li bir sufi 
olmu  v  mür id (v  ya mür idl r) r hb rliyi alt nda seyr-ü süluk t rbiy si görmü dür. 
“M hz n l- srar” o dövrün padi ah  B hram aha, onu öz ölk sini dal tle idar  etm ye 
t vik etm k, düny vi arzulardan l ç ktir r k m n viyyat yoluna yön ltm y  h v sl ndirm k 
m qs di il  yaz lm d r. nsan n fsinin t rbiy  edilm si, q lbin m n vi qüsurlardan 
t mizl nm si v  yüks k xlaqi f zil tl rl  t chiz edilm si, y ni xlaq n n göz ll dirilm si 
slam t s vvüfünün sas m qs didir v  bu m s l  Nizami G nc vinin bütün m sn vil rinin 

ana mövzusudur. Nizami G nc vinin s rl rind  çox yerd  xiliyin izl rini görm k 
mümkündür, çox güman ki, o özü d  bir xi eyxi olmu dur v  y qin ki, bu s b bd n eir 
yazmaqda m qs di d rin metafiziki probleml r haqq nda dan maq deyil, t s vvüfü adi 
insanlar n günd lik h yat na yerl tirm k olmu dur. mi f ndi rhind n m lum olur ki, 
Nizami G nc vi il  farsdilli sufi airl r: Cami, Attar, Hafiz, S di v  öz llikl  d  C lal ddin 
Rumi aras nda h m yaz  üslubu, h m d  istifad  edil n m cazlar v  d bi ifad l r bax m ndan 
ciddi ox arl qlar mövcuddur. Ayr ca, ara d rmam z göst rir ki, sonrak  ill rd  bn r bi v  
onun davamedicil ri t r find n inki af etdirilmi  “V hd t-i vücud” v  “ nsan-i kamil” 
qavramlar  Nizami G nc vi t r find n onlardan xeyli vv l, ancaq dem k olar ki, onlarla eyni 
ç rçiv d  l  al nm d r. Bizim bu mövzudak  dü ünc l rimiz ranl  alim, f ls f d  
"Tradisyonalizm/ n n vilik" ax m n n banisl rind n biri say lan Seyyid Hüseyn N sr 
t r find n çox göz l ifad  edilmi dir: "C lal ddin Rumi t s vvüfün m nas n /ruhunu, Nizami 
is  onun klini /b d nini t min etmi dir, v  onlar n biri olmadan o birini t s vvür etm k 
mümkün deyil”.  

Açar sözler: Nizami G nc vi, M hz n l- srar, T s vvüf, t s vvüf eiri 
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According to the famous Islamic historian Ibn Khaldun, the term “Islamic 
culture” does not only refer to the Arab nation but also to a rich civilization 
including various nations that have accepted Islam over the centuries. No doubt 
Azerbaijani poet and thinker Nizami Ganjavi (app. 1140-1209) is of great 
importance when it comes to the list of important thinkers introduced by the 
same culture. His authority in literature transcended geographical and ethnical 
constraints, making it impossible to think of any other person succeeding him – 
let alone having similar impact on poets and thinkers as he did. He is described 
as the “sheikh” of masnavi writers, a master who reached the pinnacle of the 
art of poetry in classical Medieval Islamic literature, and the founder of 
masnavi type of poems. According to a common expert view, each poem of 
Nizami Ganjavi is a literary masterpiece that include encyclopaedic knowledge 
from various branches of science and deep treasures of wisdom. He brought a 
comparable expansion of the language of poetry and is one of the first poets of 
Persian literature tradition who developed the lyric style of court poetry, with 
its rhetorical intricacy and metaphoric density, to narrative forms.1 
Unfortunately, the importance of Nizami Ganjavi in the field of Classical 
Persian literature and the depth of meaning of his poems have not been 
sufficiently reflected in the flow of specialized scientific studies. His main 
poem Khamsa,2 which includes five different poems (about 35,000 couplets 
totally) written in so called masnavi verse form,3 have been translated into 
many languages and was imitated by a host of major Eastern poets, including 
Amir Khosrow Dikhlevi (d. 1325), Mullah Jami (d. 1492), Mir Ali Shir Nevai 
(d.1500), Abdullah Khatifi (1520) Vahshi Bafki (d.1583), Hashimi Kirmani 
(d.1541), Mir Muhammed Masum Naimi Bekri (d. 1610) and etc.  

Due to very limited historical records of events in his lifetime, the Sufi 
identity of Nizami Ganjavi and the Sufi content of his poems have always been 
subjected to serious debates. Large majority of researchers comparing poems 
of Nizami Ganjavi by so Persian Sufi poets as Hakim Senai, Ferududdin Attar 
and Jalaleddin Rumi, came to the conclusion that Nizami Ganjavi’s poems do 
not have clear Sufi content and the poet himself cannot be considered as a Sufi 
even probably he was familiar with Sufi knowledge.4 Another group of 
                                                            
1 Kamran Talattof and Jerome W. Clinton. The Poetry of Nizami Ganjavi: Knowledge, Love and 

Rhetoric. Introduction. Consists of the papers presented at a commemoration symposium for K. Allin 
Luther at Princeton University on February 21-22, 1998, 1 

2 Khamsah means a pentalogy of poems or “Quintet” in Arabic, also known by the Persian epithet “Panj 
Ganj”, which means “Five Treasures”. 

3 Masnavi (means ‘’doubled’’) is a type of poetry written in rhyming couplets with the rhyme scheme: 
aa/bb/cc, in which each couplet is independent. This term was first used in Persian literature, but was 
originated from the Arabic poetry genre, known as ‘’muzdawidj’’. Masnavi poems are usually consist 
of the introductory and body sections. A typical introductory section includes Tawhid, praise of the 
Prophet, praise of the sovereign, reflections on the value of poetry chapters. Masnavi poems have been 
written in Persian, Arabic, Turkish, Kurdish and Urdu cultures. Many Sufi poems were written in 
masnavi style. 

4 Turkish literati: Mehmet Kanar, Ni’met Y ld r m, Nazir Akal n; Iranian Yakup Nevruzi, A.Kahramani, 
Maryam Arab (See: Nezami air-i sûfi meslek?, Edebiyat-i irfani ve ustura-i enahti, 7 /7, 25, Tahran, 
Winter, 2011, 124-142); Western researchers Julie Scott Meisami, J.-Christoph Bürgel (See: Bürgel, J. -
C., & Ruymbeke, C. van (Eds.). A key to the treasure of the Hak m: artistic and humanistic aspects of 
Nizami Ganjavi’s Khamsa. Leiden University Press, 2011, 17-53, https://hdl.handle.net/1887/21369); 
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researchers consider him as a great Sufi sheikh who attained a high levels 
(makam) in tariqa, so as the eldest copies of Khamsa in different libraries 
around the world include the author's name as Sheikh Nizami Ganjavi.1 In 
addition, a famous Persian Sufi poet Abdurrahman Jami (d.1492) in "Nefhat al-
uns" 2 and famous writer of poets biographies Devletshah Samarkandi in his 
"Tezkirat ash-shuara" refer to Nizami Ganjavi as a great Sufi sheikh, but did 
not provide reliable evidence.3 

Although research carried out by Azerbaijani literati in the last 30 years 
has shed some light on this issue,4 it is not enough to say anything definite 
about this subject. In different biography books of Sufis - tezkirat al-Aviliya, 
Akhy5 Faraj Zanjani (also known as Sheikh Shakik Faraj), Akhy Farrukh 
Reykhany and Jamaladdin al Mawsili are mentioned as a Sufi masters 
(murshides) of Nizami Ganjavi. Among these names there is some information 
only about Akhy Faraj Zanjani, who is mentioned in Sufi biography books as a 
first Sufi sheikh with Akhy name, about other two persons we have just a very 
little information. Russian orientalists Y.E. Bertels and A.E. Kr mskiy, who 
prepared the Russian translation of Nizami Ganjavi's poems, also investigated 
his Sufi identity in great detail from all available written historical records and 
concluded that although still doubtful, poet's relationship with both Sufism and 
Akysm is highly probable.6  

The Sufi content (spiritual content) of Nizami Ganjavi’s poems has been 
the subject of endless debates beginning from the last century and hence it has 
raised serious discussions among both Eastern and Western literati about the 
major features of Sufi poem and non- Sufi poem, only a few serious studies 
have been conducted on this topic till now. It is well known that Sufi poets 
wrote their poetry in a way that is very different from those of the non-Sufi 
poets. They have personally experienced falling in love with Allah and to be 

                                                                                                                                                             
Kamran Talattof (The Poetry of Nizami Ganjavi: Knowledge, Love and Rhetoric. New York, 2000, 51-
77), consider Nizami Ganjavi as a non- Sufi poet.  

1 Vusala Musal , “Nizâmî Gencevî Mesnevilerinin Manchester ve Berlin Nüshalar ndaki Minyatürler 
Üzerine”, , International Symposium on the 880th anniversary of Nizami Ganjavi, 7 April 2021, 
Istanbul, Turkey 

2 The Nefhat al-uns is a Sufi tabaqat literature, consists of 567 biographies of 8-15th century Muslim 
saints, mystics and Sufi poets. 

3 A. Jami included Nizami Ganjavi in his Sufi tabaqat literature, “Nefhat al-uns” as a great Sufi sheikh. 
Contemporary Chishti Sufis cite Nizami Ganjavi’s work as Sufi literary. Such Iranian literary 
researchers- commentators of Nizami Ganjavi’s poems as Vahid Destgerdi, Bakhruz Servetiyan, Dr. 
Hosseyn Elahi Ghomshei also Dr. Hassan Belkhari consider him as a serious Sufi poet of Persian Sufi 
school. Western researchers of Persian Literature and Sufism Seyyed Hossein Nasr and W. Chittick also 
consider him as Sufi poet.  

4 Recently Azerbaijani literati N. Mammadli have published several articles about the Sufi identity of 
Nizami Ganjavi, showing strong parallelism between Nizami Ganjavi and other Sufi poets of Persian 
literature like Attar and Mevlana Jalaleddin Rumi. Dr. Sirajeddin Haji wrote extensive annotations to all 
poems of Nizami Ganjavi  

   Look at: Nezaket Mammadli, Poetic and philosophical parallels in Nizami and Attar poems. Proceedings of 
International Symposium “Multicultural values in Nizami Ganjavi's poems", Baku, 2021.  

   Sirajeddin Haj . Hazrati Nizami Gencevinin “Sirler Hazinesi” mesnevisinin erhi, 10 cilt, 2017; The gift 
which Islamic prophet brought from Mi’raj-a sweet date, C.Ü. lahiyat Fakültesi Dergisi, XII/1 - 2008, 
377-388 

5 Akhy Brotherhoods (or Futuwwa) organizations were formed out at the most medieval Islamic big cities 
beginning from the Great Seljuk Empire.  

6 Bertels E.E., zbrann e trud , t. 2, Nizami i Fuzul , Moskva, 1962, 112-114; Krymskiy A.E. Nizami i ego 
sovremenniki, Baku, Elm, 1981, 98 
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only with Him 1 and have reflected in their poems this very special condition 
(hal), the exuberance of the divine pleasure felt in their souls as a result of 
experience. In other words, their poems are somehow transformed into words 
the enjoyment, which is difficult to articulate from an ordinary, humane 
perspective. This is one of the reasons why allegories and metaphors were used 
to a great extent. The poem of Sufi poet just reflects the divine truth (hakika) 
like a limpid water, because his baser self (nafs) and soul (kalb) is purified 
from even the smallest remnants of selfishness and found calm, therefore his 
feelings, desires, thoughts are not things that come out of himself but from 
Allah, from a divine source, so his only purpose is just to transpose this truth. 
The situation is different for non-Sufi poets, even they likewise need to get 
some portion of inspiration to compose poetry, the source of inspiration for 
them comes from the things around them, from the ordinary experiences and 
objects, and they use their knowledge to the best of their abilities creatively to 
arrange words in a layout. 2  

Turkish literati and theologians Mehmet Fuat Koprulu, Ali Nihat Tarlan, 
Mustafa Tatc , Abdurrahman Guzel, Mahmud Erol K l ç, Ekrem Demirli have 
done quite extensive studies on this subject. They come to the joint conclusion 
that in the Ottoman Empire poet was often a Sufi, and Sufi was mostly a poet, 
in other words, poetry and Sufism was intertwined on every plane of life, like 
body and soul. Writing poetry for Sufi poets was not something learned, but 
instead an inspired action, a gift from Allah, who filled hearts of poets with 
words of wisdom and attractive phrases transcripted on paper later on.3 A 
famous Turkish sociologist, turkologist and scholar Fuat Koprulu has divided 
the poems of Sufi poets in Persian literature into two groups: instructive 
(didactic) ones and enthusiastic (lyrical) ones. According his classification 
Mevlana Rumi's Divan is a good example of Sufi poetry when his Masnavi is 
an example of the genre describing Sufi morality. This is why he does not 
consider even Hakim Senai and Feriduddin Attar as Sufi poets. 4 

Likewise, Martin Lings defined a Sufi poem as “a brief, plaintive cry of 
longing for God written after a mystical experience by someone who is 
connected to institutional Sufism and its teachings”. But Karl Ernst, in his 
famous article “What Is Early Arabic Sufi Poetry?” argues that neither 
aesthetic values nor the intention of the poet covers the spectrum of poems and 
poets that could be considered as Sufi. He argues that: 

The problem is that the poetry circulating in Sufi circles in many ways 
could not be distinguished, in textual terms, from other forms of poetry found 
in early Arab culture. In other words, Sufi poetry cannot be defined necessarily 
                                                            
1 According to one verse of Qur’an: “God loves them and they love Him”, Qur’an (5/54) 
2 Mary Oliver in her “A Poetry Handbook” wrote: you have to make a date with your muse if you want 

her to come, and you have to be there for that date; you have to be reliable, and she'll start to trust you 
and start to show up regularly too. But when several Pulitzer Prize winners, poet- laureates and 
professors were polled to get their thoughts on where poems come from, most of them said that 
inspiration for them comes from the things around them. Also, they say that poets need to write 
consistently, whether the muse (or inspiration) is there or not, because poet need to practice, and to have 
a practice. 

3 Mahmud Erol K l ç. Sufi and poetry: Poetics of Ottoman Sufi Poetry, Istanbul, 2004, 93. (French: Le 
Soufi et la poesie , L'Harmattan, Paris 2015; Albanian: Sufiu dhe Poezia, Logos A, Skopje 2012.)  

4 smail Güleç. Tekke edebiyat  m , Türk tasavvuf edebiyat  m ? 207-208. 
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as the composition of particular authors, nor even as a definite style or literary 
genre. It is instead the reception and interpretation of this poetry that connects 
it to Sufism. Sufi poetry may then be defined as poems that are listened to and 
understood through the hermeneutics of Sufism, regardless of their origin or 
authorship.1 

 So, if to be realistic, the definition for Sufi poetry is very contentious and 
a determined exercise of defining criteria that would qualify a poem as Sufi 
poem has still not been fully carried out. In the other side, the Sufi poetry 
expressing divine love and mystical union through the metaphors of profane 
love and union often resembled ordinary, mundane love poetry. Non-Sufi 
poetry made use of Sufi vocabulary, thus resulting in ambiguity that is felt to 
be one of the most attractive and characteristic features of Persian, Turkish and 
Urdu literatures.2 

It is clear that presenting an exhaustive definition or treatment of Sufi 
poetry is a very difficult problem, however, it is possible to outline the main 
characteristics that should be in such poetry. The main source from which 
accurate information about the Sufi identity of a poet is derived, is his poetry. 
According to Mahmud Erol Kilic, an influential Turkish researcher in the field 
of Islamic Sufism, whose book " Sufi and Poetry " was accepted as the book of 
the year in 2004, there is a need to analyse the poetry in a specific manner in 
order to reveal the foundation on which it has been created. First, it should be 
determined how the poet himself evaluates his own poetry, then must be 
revealed typing, that are accepted by him as a positive and negative, then 
should be determined a list of metaphors that poet used in poems and at the end 
the conceptual analysis of these metaphors should be made. If all these 
operations are carried out respectively it is possible to determine, what type of 
poetry is it. 3 In our study, we have tried to examine Nizami Ganjavi's masnavi 
poem Makhzen al-Asrar from this point of view in a small extent. Although 
during past almost one hundred years Nizami Ganjavi’s masnavies were 
subjected to partial readings and interpretations from different aspects on 
certain issues, unfortunately, detailed analysis of them as Sufi tractates has not 
been made until today.  

Makhzen al-Asrar (The treasury of mysteries, about 2,260 verses), which is 
the first and shortest masnavi poem of Nizami Ganjavi’s five poems, known 
collectively as the Khamsa (Quintet) or Panjganj (Five Treasures), was written 
between 1165-1173 years, has been taught as a textbook in madrasas for 
centuries in various regions of Islamic world due its educational content and 
was emulated by most poets who attempted to follow Nizami’s path. One of 
the first Turkish translations of this poem with commentary was made by 
Shamullah Shamy Efendi, famous 16th century translator of Persian Sufi 
poetry. His last tractate called “ erh-i Mahzenü’l-Esrar” includes the entire 
                                                            
1 Carl W. Ernst, “What Is Early Arabic Sufi Poetry? Prolegomenon to a Translation of the Poetry of 

Hallaj (Duke Arabic Halqa, Duke University, 2014), http://www.unc.edu/~cernst/pdf/sufipoetry.pdf. 
    Martin Lings, Sufi Poems: A Mediaeval Anthology (Cambridge: Islamic Texts Society, 2005), viii. 
2 Annemarie Schimmel. Sufi Literature. Encyclopaedia Britannica. 

https://www.britannica.com/topic/Sufism/Significance 
3 Mahmud Erol K l c. Sufi and Poetry: Poetics of Ottoman Sufi Poetry, 93 
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translation of Makhzen al-Asrar, necessary commentaries and comparisons 
with similar couplets from the poetry of Hafiz, Attar, Mevlana Rumi, Molla 
Jami and other famous Persian Sufi poets, what means that Shamy Efendi 
evaluated Nizami Ganjavi as one of the poets of this school. His expound is of 
great importance for understanding the Sufi content of Makhzen al-Asrar and 
revealing Nizami Ganjavi’s Sufi views in general. Shamy Efendi also 
completed, translated into Turkish and annotated the masnavi poem “Tohfat al- 
Ahrar” of Molla Jami, which also emulated from Makhzan al-Asrar. According 
to his own admission, Abdurrahman Jami accepted Nizami Ganjavi as his 
master and primarily imitated him both in form and structure, going as far as 
borrowing entire stories.  

If we take into account that Sufi poems are multi-layered and utilize 
various interpretations, it is clear that proposing accurate translation of Nizami 
Ganjavi’s poems is very difficult and laborious work. As Y.E. Bertels, who 
prepared the Russian translation of the poems said: "No translator has been 
able to reflect Nizami’s poetry in its full power and depth. Any translation 
would appear as if it is performed on a piano composition, when in fact it was 
composed for a symphonic orchestra". In order to close this gap, the 
commentary literature, that have a special role in Islamic tradition, must come 
into play. In this research, we mainly examined the Makhzen al-Asrar 
commentaries of Shamy Efendy and Tohfet el-Ahrar masnavi poem of Mullah 
Jami, since they contain Sufi interpretations of the poem’s verses, but also tried 
to take into account interpretations made by Vahid Destgirdy, Bakhruz 
Servetiyan, Hossein Elahi Ghomshei and Sirajeddin Haji 1 at times.  

At the introductory part of the translation Shamy Efendy refers to the 
author of Makhzan al-Asrar as Sheikh Nizami Ganjavi, kadesallahu Teala 
syrrah al-Aziz,2 mentioning that Makhzan al-Asrar contains moral stories, 
divine secrets and witticisms, life-giving knowledge and is full of proverbs and 
strange idioms with hidden meanings. Having reviewed both Nizami Ganjavi’s 
and Khosrow Dihlavi’s Khamseh, he declares that Sheikh Nizami’s poem is at 
the very high “ijaz level”, which means that the poet makes use of few words 
that are rich and deep in meaning, through which he articulates his own nature 
as a Sufi saint (veli) as well as his miraculous power (keramet), which are quite 
evident and important characteristics of Sufi sheikhs.  

The model for Makhzen al-Asrar was Hakim Sana'i's poem “Hadiqat al-
Haqiqat“(The Garden of Verities), but mastery of poetry and vibrant, 
intriguing language of Nizami Ganjavi made his masnavi more popular and 
readable than Sana'i's poem. 3 Makhzen al-Asrar has specific structure, which 
later became a format to be followed for other masnavi writers. The first part 
begins with several lengthy prolegomena, covering such topics as Tawhed 
(unification or Oneness of Allah), Munajat (supplication to Allah), praise of the 

                                                            
1 Siraceddin Hac - Azerbaijani literary researcher and translator, who has written extensive annotations on 

Nizami Ganjavi’s poems. 
2 an epithet used for evliya, arif or Sufi gnostics, famous sheikh, literally means: God bless his secret. 
3 Kamran Talattof and Jerome W. Clinton. Introduction: Nizami Ganjavi and his poetry. The Poetry of 

Nizami Ganjavi: Knowledge, Love and Rhetoric, 1.  
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Prophet Muhammad (s.a.s.), consisting of four different parts and Mi’raj 
narrative describing Prophet’s ascension, his heavenly journey. At the 
beginning Nizami Ganjavi talks about the existence of God, His Unity, 
excellent names of Allah, the infinite power, Greatness and Mercifulness of 
Allah Ta'ala. He considers the concept of tawhed attributing to the sources of 
Qur'an, Hadith, Kalam and Sufism and says that the Almighty Creator gives 
benefaction to every creature according to his request; the sustenance to those 
who want to eat food, light to the eyes of the mind, virtues and wisdom to those 
who are “men of soul”. Here poet speaks about different levels of tawhed, 
similar to the classification, given by the great Sufi thinker Ibn Arabi in his 
fundamental tractate “Futuhat al-Makkiya”, where each such level refers to one 
verse from Holy Qur'an. According to the poet, everything in this realm is 
made up of the waves and manifestations of God’s Unity, but the veil of reality 
conceals it from the human gaze. As the poet points out: "Let’s tear these 
curtains and go back to the beginning" and takes us to the strange voyage to 
the beginning of Creation using his own unique fairy-tale narrative style, trying 
to rewind the wheel of Creation as if it were a movie. He wants everything to 
be imagined at the first step of Creation, in a state of Eternal Unity and 
according to Shamy efendy this is the state of “Ahadiyya “- Nondelimited Real 
(Reality), which is also called the state of “the Nonentification” (la ta‘ayyun). 
According to Ibn Arabi and his followers all things are entifications or 
delimitations (or determinations) of this Nondelimited Real, the Reality of 
Realities, what is the state of First Entification. This is the deep secret - 
“hidden treasure”, the “gayb of gaybs”,1 because there is no entification 
(ta‘ayyun), no contradiction. Then Nondelimited Being becomes determined, 
limited, defined, and “thingish” in the process of disclosing itself as everything 
other than God. 2  

The praise of the Prophet is very important second section of the poem, 
where poet speaks about various specific characteristics of Prophet Muhammad 
(s.a.s.) in five chapters. Poet describes him as the shadow of the light of God, 
says that all creatures have got flourishment from his blessed soul and 
luminosity from his inspiration:  

    
   

    
     

                                                            
1 the invisible realm, the transcend reality, which cannot be perceived by ordinary human mind and his 

five senses 
2 According to Ibn Arabi and his followers Allah is the Absolute Being. The Being in essence is one, and 

this is the existence of God, but His manifestations are numerous and may appear in various ways at 
various levels of Being. Ibn Arabi uses the world presence -hazrat, to designate any realm in which 
Being becomes manifest under the auspices of a general quality (it is roughly synonymous with world 
(‘âlam) or level (martaba)). The Five Divine Presences (al-hadarât al-ilâhiyyat al-khams) are: the 
Reality of Realities or the First Entification, the divine knowledge of the cosmos. The second, third, and 
fourth presences are the same three worlds about which Ibn Arabi spoke: the unseen (spiritual), the 
imaginal, and the visible (corporeal). The fifth presence is Perfect Man in his all-comprehensive 
deployment, embracing the other four presences in a synthetic whole: his fixed entity is identical with 
the Reality of Realities, his spirit with the unseen world, his soul with the imaginal world, and his body 
with the visible realm (W.C. Chittick. The Sufi Path of Knowledge: Ibn Al-Arabi's Metaphysics of 
Imagination, 1989,3-8, 89-91)  
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      1

 
In this turquoise-browed dome, The Prophet (s.a.s.) is like a fresh 

pomeranets from the palace of paradise. It is the custom of this fruit that gives 
berry before spring comes. The Prophet is as truthful as the letter “alef” in 
covenant and loyalty (there is no one after Allah who is more reliable than 
him) and he is the first and the last Prophet. Even though he was illiterate, he 
was the same person who spoke as Adam and Jesus, which means he had a 
connection to all of the prophets. He came before them, and all the knowledge 
and virtue bestowed upon them were actually given to him.2 

Drawing attention to the both exoteric (outside, zakhiri) and esoteric 
(inside, batini) aspects of Prophet Muhammad’s (s.a.s.) existence, poet refers to 
the famous hadith: I was a Prophet while "Adam was still between water and 
mud .3 This hadith states that the Blessed Prophet was a Prophet at the 
preliminary stage of Creation and thus entrusted with the mission of 
prophethood well before the creation of Adam (a.s.), the first Prophet and 
according to Nass4 his embodiment as a Prophet on the physical plane marked 
the final stage of prophetic history. Here Nizami Ganjavi referred to one of the 
most basic concepts of Sufism – to the concept of “Muhammedian Reality” 
(Hakikat-i Muhammediyye) 5 or “Perfect men”(insan-i kamil).6 Although the 
detailed processing of this concept was made by Sheikh al-Akbar Ibn Arabi, 
who lived shortly after Nizami Ganjavi, the content of this chapter shows that 
this concept was enough popular among Sufis in the 12th century. This is 
actually not surprising; it is well known that the concept of Wahdat al-Vujud 
emerged as a consequence of mystical experiences of many Sufis over a year. 
The analogy with pomeranets also has been a good example for understanding 
the concept of Muhammedian Reality; His reality was the first created entity 
and although he is the last Prophet, the goal from the creation of the full body 
of existence is his reality.  

At the next chapter, which is about the journey of the Prophet (s.a.s.) to 
God – his ascension (Mi’raj), Nizami Ganjavi goes farther in explanation of 
this concept. It is interesting that poet begins his description directly with the 

                                                            
1  / / /  -    /   https://ganjoor.net/nezami/5ganj/makhzanolasrar/sh4 
2 Sara Behzad. em’i em’ullah ve erhi Mahzenü’l Esrar: nceleme, tenkitli metin-özel i imler sözlü ü. 

PhD thesis, 72 
3 Hadith from at-Tabarani, Al-Mu’jam al-Kabir, Al Khasa’is al-Kubra, vol.1, 4 
4 An expression based on explicit statement within the Quran or hadith used in Muslim writing to 

distinguish between text as a human production and revelation as a divine source.  
5 According to this concept the first stage of the Creation was the creation of Muhammedan Light (Nur) 

or Muhammedan Reality, which is an essence that represents the spiritual identity of the Blessed 
Prophet, who is the most precious in the sight of the Creator. The reason for the existence of full 
creation is the love of the Almighty towards to Muhammedian Light, the first entity created. The entire 
universe has therefore been given existence in the honor of the Muhammadian Light. 

6 The perfect man is precisely the human self at its final stage or perfection and completion. For man 
there is nothing conceivable beyond this state. Ultimately the Perfect man may be said to contain within 
himself all the ontological States of God as well as all those of creation. William C. Chittick: Perfect 
Man as the Prototype of the Self in the Sufism of Jami. Studia Islamica, 137. 
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ascension of the Prophet to heaven, bypassing many events that occur in the 
preamble of Mi’raj, like the Prophet’s journey to the al-Aqsa Mosque 
(Jerusalem) or his leading of other prophets in prayer.1 This choice in and of 
itself indicates that Nizami Ganjavi is not deploying the Mi raj for the standard 
rhetorical purposes. According to him Prophet Muhammad (s.a.s.) was “a pearl 
in the world’s mine” before becoming “the crown of heaven”, that is his 
ontological pre-eminence was present before his ascension.2 When angels, who 
had been his servants on this journey could not move forward after some level 
of ascension (the Lote Tree), he continued on a different path alone and his one 
foot was unaware of the other. When the enlightenment of the body and heart 
(kal p and kalb) of Blessed Prophet reached the highest level, where no range 
and distance exist, he lifted the veil of seclusion and saw that the first being 
created was his own blessed soul. At this seclusion (khalvet) he clung to the 
skirt of astonishment and the rein of the horse of effort, then could not go any 
farther. Poet says, that the Blessed Prophet saw Almighty Allah with a view 
that is acceptable to lovers, because this excursion was a journey of love and 
indeed, he watched a unique Qur’anic verse of light (Nur) by his own eyes.3 
Then Prophet drank a special wine from Allah here, a drink of which was 
poured into hearts (souls) of poets. According to Shamy Efendi, Nizami 
Ganjavi points the saints (evliyaullah), or Sufi poets here, because love, 
affection, mystery and ingenuity (marifa) have been given to them by 
succession. 4After receiving strength from the sight of Allah, the Prophet 
turned his face back to the material realm and all these events happened in an 
instant: the Prophet left and came back in one breath.  

A number of scholars and commentators have noted the important role of 
the ascension narratives in Sufi literature as a paradigm for mystical 
experience, some of them have considered Mi’raj as guiding for a spiritual 
journey, while others, however, have looked at Mi’raj more as the key 
metaphor for Sufi path.5 Michael Sells, Annemarie Schimmel, Christiane 
Gruber, and Elizabeth Alexandrine have highlighted that Mi’raj narratives in 
Persian masnavi focus upon the ascension as an initiatory model for Sufis to 
follow. Selim Kuru noted that Mi’raj narratives in Ottoman Turkish emulations 

                                                            
1 The Isra  and Mi raj are two parts of a Night Journey of the Islamic prophet Muhammad (s.a.s.) over a 

single night. Although a brief outline of this event appears in Sura 17 of the Quran, more details are 
given in the hadith literature. In the Isra  part of the journey, the Prophet have travelled on the back of 
Buraq to the Al-Aqsa Mosque, where he leads other prophets in prayer. 

2 Matthew R. Hotham. Seeing God with both eyes: Asceticism, ascension and poetry in the Makhzan al-
Asrar of Nizami Ganjavi. PhD Dissertation thesis, 2016, 203 

   https://cdr.lib.unc.edu/concern/dissertations/6682x542x 
3 Here poet refers to the 35. verse of Surah an-Noor: Allah is the Light of the heavens and the earth. The 

parable of His Light is as a niche and within it a lamp: the lamp is in a glass, the glass as it were a star 
Durriyyun, lit from a blessed tree, an olive, neither of the east nor of the west, whose oil would almost 
glow forth, though no fire touched it. Qur’an (24/35) 

4 According to the hadith: ‘’…Aliims (all-knowing, scholar, omniscient or evliya according Sufis) are the 
inheritors of prophets. The prophets bequeathed knowledge, not dinars or dirhams. In that case, the 
person received this knowledge has received a large share." Bukhari, Ilm-10; Abu Dawud, Ilm-1; 
Tirmizi, Ilm-19; Ibn Maje, Muqaddimah, 17. 

5 Matthew R. Hotham. Seeing God with both eyes: Asceticism, ascension and poetry in the Makhzan al-
Asrar of Nezami Ganjavi. A dissertation text submitted to the faculty of the University of North 
Carolina at Chapel Hill, Chapel Hill, 2016, 197 
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of Nizami Ganjavi’s Khamsah provide a useful lens through which it is 
possible to interpret the poem.1 

Throughout this chapter Nizami Ganjavi focuses a special attention to the 
description of Prophet’s journey through the Zodiac, gives comprehensive 
astronomical and astrological information about the stars and Zodiacs. He 
specifically discusses the 12 signs of Zodiac, using his unique epic language, 
describes how the astrological figures interact with each other and with the 
Blessed Prophet during his ascension, offer their own attributes to him; Cancer 
and Gemini give the Prophet their crown and belt, Virgo tosses a garland of 
flowers around Leo’s neck, Sagittarius shoots his arrow into Capricorn. The 
Prophet enters the Zodiac at the sign of Taurus, passes through each 
astrological sign and ends his trip at the Pleiades rising in Aries and then poet 
describes flowers blooming in the wilderness. It is known that the Sun enters 
the sign of Aries when it reaches the March equinox, typically on March 21, so 
the expression the flowers bloom and the roses set up tents probably indicates 
this event. On other hand, spring season symbolizes refreshment and rebirth, 
which is one of the important metaphors often used by Sufis and points to the 
spiritual awakening.2 It seems that symbolism used here has connection with 
different stages of spiritual Sufi path, however Shamy Efendi did not provide 
us with annotations on this content. There is no similar narrative inside the 
Miraj chapter of Jami’s masnavi Tohfat al-Ahrar. 

It is followed by the chapter about praise of the Sultan Bahram shah, to 
whom the poem was addressed. After praising Sultan, Nizami Ganjavi 
indicates that the masnavi poem Makhzen Al-Asrar contains specific 
knowledge and was written after inspiration received by him “from the veil of 
secrecy in the morning”. He gives us very important information about the 
content of the book: “the dignities of dervishes and kings are in it; a treasure of 
divine secrets is in it”:   

    
    

     
     3 

 
At the next chapters Nizami Ganjavi gives an information about the 

content of the book, shares his ideas about the origin of true poets, composing 
poetry, the value of the word, its esoteric meaning and gives almost scientific 
descriptions of notions “word” or “sukhan”, which means discourse or 
eloquent speech: 

    
      

   
                                                            
1 Selim Kuru. “Pious Journey, Sacred Desire: Observations on the Mi raj in Early Anatolian Turkish 

Verse Narratives.” In The Prophet’s Ascension: Cross-Cultural Encounters with the Islamic Mi raj 
Tales, 2010. 

2 Seyyid Hossein Nasr. Sufi Esseys: 1. Sufism-addresses, essays, lectures, 57 
3 Sirajeddin Haj . Hazrat Nizami Gencevinin “Sirler Hazinesi” mesnevisinin erhi, 10. cilt, 479-487. 

(Annotations to Masnavi poem “Makhzen al- Asrar” of Hazrat Nizami Ganjavi, 10th volum, 479-487) 
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As the pen began its first movement, it produced the first word and speech. 
When they raised the curtain of non-existence, the first manifestation of 
existence was word and speech. Until the word gave voice to the heart, the soul 
did not submit its free body to clay. As the pen began to move, it opened the 
eyes of the world with its words. Without speech the world has no voice, they 
have said so much but the word has not diminished. In the language of love, 
speech is our soul, we are just speeches in our ruins. 1 

According to Nizami Ganjavi the sukhan (word or speech)2 is beginning of 
the creation and in the language of love, which is language of Sufis, means 
soul, and the soul is enlightened by the speech. The expression “we are just 
speeches in our ruins” indicates their bodies, because for Sufis the body is just 
a vessel for the jan-soul. In the next 21 couplets poet explains the other 
attributes of sukhan and line ups all its virtues; it is beginning of thought and 
end of settling, a fine cloth of imagination, it can make more conquests than 
flag (sword) and pencil, may kill or keep alive, does not show own essence to 
pseudo-poets, it’s signs (meanings) are colourless, the essence of nature have 
been conquered by it, the laws of Sharia sealed by it, the fresh word is more 
valuable than old gold.  

Then Nizami Ganjavi describes the main attributes of true poets:  

     
     

     
     
    

      
   
     

                                                            
1 Sirajeddin Haj . Hazrat Nizami Gencevinin “Sirler Hazinesi” mesnevisinin erhi, 10. cilt, 530-534  
2 The term sukhan (sakhun or sokhan) and its numerous derivatives like sukhandan, sukhanvar, sukhan- 

aferin, sukhan- perver, sukhan- revan, sukhan- shinas, and sukhan- gostar were widely used by Nizami 
Ganjavi in his poems. This term literally means “word”, “speech”, “parole”, “harf”, “discourse or 
eloquent speech”, but according to Kamran Talatoff, in Hakim Nizami’s concept this term is 
synonymous with “literature”, “literary work”, and “poetry”. He considers poetry as the form of 
“sukhan- art” and poets as creative artists with divine status. (See: Nizami Ganjavi, the Wordsmith: The 
Concept of sakhun in Classical Persian Poetry, J.C. Bürgel and C. van Ruymbeke / Leiden University 
Press, 2011, 211-241; also, Hamid Dabashi: Harf-i nakhostin: mafhum-i sukhan dar nazd-i hakim 
Nizami Ganjavi," lran-shenasi, vol. 3, no. 4 (Winter 1992), 723-740) 
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Those who rhyme the word draw the treasure of both realms into the word. The 
special key to the treasure of both worlds is under their tongues. Who 
established the libra for weighing the word, has raised these lucky people by 
word. They are nightingales of Arsh, you can't compare them to others.1 

According to Nizami Ganjavi these poets are “hakims, true spokesmens 
and nightingales of Arsh”: in the sight of Allah, they are in the second layer 
behind the prophets, the prophets generate inner shell or the essence of reality 
(the truth- hakika), and these poets compose its outer shell. They hear the voice 
of God and are intimate with Him and “have found the special key to the 
treasure of both worlds, which is under their tongues”. Although some poets 
cheapen poetry, the true poetry is actually source of wisdom and “the veil of 
the secret of writing poetry is the shadow of the veil of prophecy”. True poets 
are “the lyricists who rule the fortune”, “who’s poetry is the balm for souls”, 
and “they literally cast a spell of words”. But joining to this group is not such 
an easy task, it is necessary “to be always on the motion like the celestial 
objects, upside down like a candle, to be dead at the daytime and awake at the 
night-time, to make the head of the knee the foot for heart, to merge the head 
with the foot like a ring”.2 Then Nizami Ganjavi warns the poets: do not 
attempt to write poetry if you have not acquired comprehensive knowledge in 
religious sciences, especially in sharia. In other words, Nizami Ganjavi did not 
consider Sufism separate from sharia and followed the same path as Qushayri, 
Imam Ghazali and Jami, and accepted Sufism as a higher-level knowledge that 
should be learned after both positive 3 and religious sciences. According to 
Shamy Efendi, Sirajeddin Haji and many other commentators of Makhzen al-
Asrar, the true poets described here are Sufi poets, gnostics or Sufi saints 
(evliya),4 because it is well known that they are positioned right behind the 
prophets (enbiya) and most of them were often also a poet. Nizami Ganjavi is 
actually touching on a very important subject here– the position of Sufi poets, 
and gives us three important criteria for distinguishing them from other poets, 
which he calls pseudo-poets (shiirbaz): 

 the poetry must come from the Divine source, not from other sources.  

 the poet must successfully traverse all stages of the gnostic spiritual 
path, including the seclusions (khalvet) and acquire the necessary virtues.  

 The poet must well know the Sharia rules and obey them 

In the next couplets poet declares his own position among poets:  
 

I am a skilled hunter in this field, I liberated poetry from the idolism and poets 
from the tavern. Devotee (zahit) and priests (rahip) rush to me taking off their 

                                                            
1 Sirajeddin Haj . Hazrat Nizami Gencevinin “Sirler Hazinesi” mesnevisinin erhi, 10. cilt, 562-566. 
2 Here poet talks in a metaphoric language about Sufi practices that should be done during spiritual 

education. 
3 In many other couplets Nizami Ganjavi emphasizes the need to learn also positive sciences. 
4 Evliya- the special term in Sufism. It is the plural of weli, which means the saint. The Arabic root 

besides meaning "friend" also has the meaning of dominion or power. From this root the terms wilâya 
and walâya are formed, the first meaning sanctity and the second the initiatic power or function as such. 
(Seyyed Hossein Nasr, Sufi essays.) 
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belt (zunnar) and cloak (hirka). I am a wizard who does magic by words. My 
reputation refreshes by words, because I am a poet who has reached the 
pinnacle of poetry, I am a jeweller above all other jewellers.  

 

The origin of his poetry is well expressed in these couplets: 

   

     
  

    

I didn't accept anyone's imitation, I said just what my heart told me. I 
sparked a new magic.I'm pouring it out of the new mold. 1  

 
     

   
   
   

I went so far in doing magic by words that people called me “the mirror of 
geyb (the invisible/incorporeal reality). The sword of my language is very 
sharp, like the miracle of Christ Jesus. 2 

And this expression indeed means the same what Hafiz said: 

      
       

 
They made me like a parrot behind the mirror, and I am telling what the 

master of Pre-eternity tells me. It means that Sufi poet looks like a parrot 
sitting in front of the universe, which is the mirror of God. Just as the parrot 
has no words of its own, but only repeats the words that the master says to him 
behind the mirror, so does the Sufi poet. Like a parrot he hears the divine 
sounds of Master and repeats them. 3 

In some couplets Nizami Ganjavi describes typing, that are accepted by 
him as a negative: the lacqueys (court poets), who compose poetry for earning 
bread and gold, although saw themselves as dewani, actually fell very low, 
because of them this poetry, which is the source of wisdom has become even 
cheaper than ordinary water.  

Beginning from the chapter “Describing the Night and Cognizing the Heart 
(kalb)” which is the prelude to the khalvets section, using metaphoric language 
and a specific terminology of Sufi poetry, Nizami Ganjavi begins to tell us 

                                                            
1 Sirajeddin Haj . Hazrat Nizami Gencevinin “Sirler Hazinesi” mesnevisinin erhi, 10. cilt, 475. 

(Annotations to Masnavi poem “Makhzen al- Asrar” of Hazrat Nizami Ganjavi, 10th volum, 475)  
2 Nizami-yi Gencevi, Leyla ile Mecnun, Çeviri: Naci Tokmak, 59 
3 Hafez, ghazal N 380.https://ganjoor.net/hafez/ghazal/sh380:  
   Explanation: Mehmet Çelik. Zavall  kalem III. Independent Türkçe, 1 mart 2021, 

https://www.indyturk.com/node/323171/t%C3%BCrki%CC%87yeden-sesler/zavall%C4%B1-kalem-iii 
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about his own spiritual experiences-visions; how he met a master and practiced 
asceticism, fasted under his guidance, then several times was taken into 
specific 40 days seclusions (so called khalvet). As in a fascinating fairy tale, 
poet talks about the extraordinary events he experienced here; the 
unimaginable beauties, spiritual tastes and smells, wonderful and extraordinary 
emotions, incomparable with those in ordinary life. In a somewhat confusing 
form from common point of view, in combination with his own lived 
narratives, the poet advises people, who have reached forty years, to get away 
from the hustle and bustle of the corporeal world and focus their attention on 
their heart/soul (kalb) which is made up from the combination of the soul and 
image (body) and is related to both corporeal and incorporeal realms. 
According to Nizami Ganjavi the main goal of man’s coming into this world is 
the spiritual evolution of his soul and a wise man must be awake, without 
wasting any time turn to his own heart and discipline his self-ego. However, 
this process cannot be done alone, first it is necessary to find a master 
(beloved) and then start to practise abstemiousness (riyâzet) under his guidance 
and follow his instructions. Nizami Ganjavi states that the aim of the creation 
of man is to try to get acquainted and to know Allah, that a serious effort 
should be made for this glorious goal and the ordinary human mind is not 
enough to achieve such ingenuity (marifa), it is necessary to experience divine 
love. The second part of the poem contains 20 separate discourses (parables) 
with short metaphorical stories of ethical content. These stories deal with 
serious Sufi subjects in a symbolic sense, as in Mevlana Rumi's Masnavi, and 
need commentaries (tafsir or arh) to be understood correctly. It is the subject 
of another research topic and we will not touch it here. 

 
The basic Sufi terms and concepts used in the original text of the 
Makhzan Al-Asrar 
 
 Heart (as both Persian del and Arabic kalb), secret (in the form of genc, 

kenz and hazine), mind (akl), arif (gnostic), ingenuity, direct knowledge of 
Allah (marifa), wisdom (hikma), ruh, jan (the human soul and spirit), curtain, 
vail (perde), “La-mekan”, gayb (the invisible world) sufi, divine love, wine, 
tovba (repentance), gaflet (unawareness), Melamet, civanmerd (chivalry), 
seclusion (khalvet), riyazat (asceticism), gayret (effort), Hikmet (wisdom), 
pehriz (abstinence, special diet), sama’ (turning- revolving; a spiritual action 
of dervishes, zikr, sometimes accompanied by music), murit (directed one; a 
person who has accepted a spiritual teacher; Sufi disciple), vefa (loyality), 
vuslat (ultimate union), kanâat (content oneself with small), sabr (patience), 
zahid (ascetic one), nefs (base self, ego), pir, mur it (spiritual ancestor), sukut 
(comedown), himmet (the force of heart; decisiveness), abd, abid, abdal (best 
of believers), adab (decency, morals), ahl al- kalb (people of the heart or soul), 
alam-i Jebarut (the world or realm of the archangels), ‘alam-i kasrat (the 
world or realm of multiplicity), alam-i lahut (the world or realm of the essence 
of Allah), ‘alam-i mulk (the visible world), the fruit of the soul, “the breath of 
Jesus”, the spiritual help of Allah's friends, the disciplining od nafs (ego), 
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decency (adab), the throne of selfness or ego, “the companionship of Khizir”, 
“to be like a Rabia”, singing “Ene'l Haq” like Hallaj, the eye of the heart or 
soul, the gate of the spiritual world, the appearance of the multitude in the 
form of unity, lifting the veil, the Sultan of the heart, to be free from the 
dependence of material world, to live the earthly life, put on the ring of 
servitude, to refresh the contract of “Bezm-i alest”, to run to the Hakk (Truth) 
instead of people, to discipline ego through riyazet.  

Basically, if summarize what has been said, in the comprehensive 
introductory section of the poem Makhzan Al-Asrar, Nizami Ganjavi speaks 
about the story of creation and the Allah-Prophet-Adam relationships 
demonstrating deep knowledge in all branches of religious sciences including 
philosophical, theological and gnostic (i ari) interpretations of both Qur’anic 
verses and Hadith literature. According to poet, if we were able to tear the veil 
of reality which made up of countless visible images/bodies we will see just the 
different manifestations of Attributes of Allah, or in other words, the universe 
actually consists of the emanations of Allah’s Being at the different levels of 
existence. As the Iranian thinker Seyyed Hossein Nasr, a well-known 
representative of Perennial philosophy, who has done valuable studies on 
Islamic tradition, mysticism and Persian Sufi poetry, has noticed, Nizami 
Ganjavi considered material world as temporal and as theophany of the 
incorporeal world, and saw the signs of divine power and wisdom everywhere.1 
This is nothing but the metaphorical expression of the famous Sufi concept 
“Wahdat al-Vujud” elaborated later by Ibn Arabi and his followers, and as we 
have seen, this concept was handled in almost the same framework by Nizami 
Ganjavi many years ago. Then Nizami Ganjavi presented the Prophet 
Muhammad (s.a.s.) - blessings and peace upon him- as the ultimate perfection 
of humanity in terms of worship, servitude, morality and social interactions, 
exoteric and esoteric virtues. He made many references to the Prophet’s bodily 
ascension, but also emphasized that this excursion was beyond the space and 
time, and those, who could find the path to this veil find it in terms of 
directionlessness. It should be especially noted that Nizami Ganjavi was the 
first poet to place the description of the Prophet’s ascension -Mi’raj in the epic 
poetry. There are such narrations in all his masnavis, and although they have 
some similar parts, in general, their contents are different from each other. 
Many researchers suggest that the main narrative function of including such a 
religious story in a romantic epic is to foreground the poem’s didactic, mystical 
and ethical dimensions. According to Seyyed Gohrab, in Haft Paykar masnavi 
poem, Nizami Ganjavi used the ascension story as a model for a universal 
journey, showing how an individual can reach the supernatural, beyond place 
and time, when he escapes from the dictates of nature.2 Matthew Hotham 
assumes, that this aspect in Mi’raj narratives points to the significant 
relationship between physical contact, spiritual intimacy and the transmission 
of mystical knowledge, where the poet aims to show the path toward an 
                                                            
1 Seyyed Hossein Nasr. Hakim Nizami Ganjavi's worldview and philosophical outlook, 195 
2 Asghar Seyed-Gohrab. A Mystical Reading of Nizami’s use of Nature in the Haft Paykar. The Poetry of 

Nizami Ganjavi: Knowledge, Love and Rhetoric, 192 
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embodied spirituality that allows direct encounter with God.1 In our opinion, in 
Makzen Al-Asrar Nizami Ganjavi introduced the Blessed Prophet as the 
supreme being among all creatures and mostly emphasized in his esoteric 
reality, including his inner relationship with all other prophets. He showed that 
the superiority of the prophets over others was also a result of their ability to 
master their own ego:  

      
   .  

 
To disobey the ego is a sign of mastery, to abandon of ego is a power of 

prophecy. 2 
Describing the Prophet as a Sufi master and a Perfect Man, he actually 

gave the sufi (gnostic) interpretation of the Mi'raj story. Seyyed Hossein Nasr 
has noted, that there are just few Persian poets who have commented on the 
spiritual character of the Islamic Prophet from the gnostic (irfani) point of view 
as much as Nizami Ganjavi.3  

Although the spiritual edifying of disciple in Sufism may seem from 
outside as the process of teaching him how to control own natural impulsive 
behaviours, emotions and thoughts, in fact inside, this is the process of purging 
human heart (kalb) from egoistic emotions and activating higher levels of his 
cognition, which eventually leads to the perfecting of his morality. Conveying 
his own very specific spiritual experiences (khalvets), Nizami Ganjavi pointed 
out that this process is very difficult one, and should be carried out under the 
guidance of the mentor. The parables of the second section describe the actions 
that must to be done for purification of human character from bad nature and 
acquire him good virtues. Since the poem was written for a Sultan, the main 
subject of these stories is the moral and spiritual values that a sovereign should 
have. As Seyyed Hossein Nasr has already shown, Nizami Ganjavi himself was 
an accomplished master who have travelled far on the spiritual path and so in 
his poems, especially in Makhzen Al-Asrar, he referred to the ascetic practices 
and contemplation on those on the path.4 The content of Makhzen Al-Asrar 
clearly shows that Nizami Ganjavi more focused on the spiritual practices and 
practical aspects of Sufi path than on the high theoretical issues of gnosis 
(Marifetullah). Poet’s strong emphasis on the necessity of attaining virtues and 
purifying the heart (or edifying nafs: the inner self, ego) gave him the image of 
an ethical thinker and social reformer and this is why he was popular as Hakim 
Nizami.5 From this perspective, it is clear that Nizami Ganjavi himself also 
must have been initiated by Sufi masters, and indeed different biographical 
books -tezkiras give the names of at least three of his mentors (two of whom 
were Akhi sheikhs). Although there are some doubts about the reliability of this 

                                                            
1 Matthew R. Hotham. Seeing God with both eyes: Asceticism, ascension and poetry in the Makhzan al-

Asrar of Nizami Ganjavi, 310 
2 Sirajeddin Haj . Annotations to Masnavi poem “Makhzen al- Asrar” of Hazrat Nizami Ganjavi, 7th 

volum, 332 
3 Seyyed Hossein Nasr. Hakim Nizami Ganjavi's worldview and philosophical outlook, 194. 
4 Seyyed Hossein Nasr. Hakim Nizami Ganjavi's worldview and philosophical outlook, 195 
5 Seyyed Hossein Nasr. Hakim Nizami Ganjavi's worldview and philosophical outlook, 200 
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information, the fact that Nizami Ganjavi has been recorded as a Sufi sheikh in 
almost all poets’ biography books (Tezkirat-ush-Shuara) and in some Sufi 
biography books (Tezkirat-ul-Evliya), despite it is considered insignificant by 
many modern researchers, constitutes important documentary evidences that 
cannot be underestimated. On the other hand, Sufi authors such as Mullah Jami 
(d. 1492) and Shemy efendi (d.1602) refer to him as a high -ranking Sufi 
sheikh, and that his masnavi poems are still taught as Sufi texts in the Indian 
geography, bring to mind the idea that Nizami Ganjavi ‘s Sufi identity 
probably did not arouse any doubts in previous years, but made the subject of 
debate in the twentieth century for some political reasons.  

Even though this issue has not yet been sufficiently emphasized in the 
relevant literature, in the early Middle Ages both North and South Azerbaijan 
were actually the territories where many Sufi brotherhoods/tariqas like 
Hurufism, Zakhidiya, Safawiya, Suhrawardiyya and Khalwatiya emerged and 
were constituted. Recent investigations show that the first Akhi brotherhoods 
(Futuwwa organizations) were first formed in Azerbaijan in the 10th -12th 
centuries and spread from there to Anatolia in the next century. 1 During the 
Seljuk and early Ottoman periods, such professional-religious-military 
organizations provided work environment for the Muslim Turkmen merchants 
and craftsman by creating infrastructure for production, trade and social 
solidarity, at the same time undertook their moral edifying. In fact, despite a 
serious scientific background Nizami Ganjavi explained complicated Sufi 
subjects in a simple language that everyone can easily understand by giving 
examples from ordinary life, as well as his frequent use of many notions related 
to Akhism such as belt, cones, chivalry (civanmert), generosity in all masnavi 
poems, supports the idea that, most probably, he was in close relationship with 
Akhism, perhaps an Akhy sheikh.2  

In the poem Makhzen Al-Asrar, Nizami Ganjavi discusses such basic 
themes as poetry composition, the origin of poet’s inspiration, the criteria that 
allow to distinguish true poets from pseudo-poets, the value, attributes and 
meanings of the concept “sukhan”, which means word, discourse or eloquent 
speech. As we can see from the couplets quoted as examples above, the poet 
himself also began writing poetry after the Divine inspiration and did not use 
his own initiatives or intellectual activity, but only expressed what flowed from 
the Divine source into his soul. Nizami Ganjavi states that composing poetry is 
an action that comes by inspiration, this is a gift from Allah, who fills hearts of 
the poets with words of wisdom, and in order to receive such inspiration the 
souls (kalb) of poets must be purified. Whoever undertakes such a challenging 
job will have to work hard to travers all stages of the gnostic spiritual path. 
This will liberate him from dependencies of material world, detox his mind 
from harmful, deadening illusions and obsessions, and give him the necessary 
virtues. Those who accomplish this task will gain incredible power: they can 

                                                            
1 Asker Naile. Akhysm as a socio-cultural and economic organization in Azerbaijan and Anatolia, 192-

199; Parisa Ghorbannejad. Chivalry in Islamic Period of Azerbaijan: 2, 1 
2 Russian researchers Y.E. Bertels and A.E. Kr mskiy also concluded that Nizami Ganjavi’s relationship 

with both Sufism and Akysm is highly probable. 
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pierce heaven’s ear, penetrate the seven spheres, and step on the dome of 
heaven. It is clear that Nizami Ganjavi's definition for Sufi poetry contains 
exactly the same criteria, established by modern scholars to distinguish Sufi 
poets from non- Sufi poets: the source of poetry must be divine inspiration and 
the poet himself must successfully complete his spiritual initiation under the 
guidance of Sufi master. However, Nizami Ganjavi added one else important 
measure: true poet must know the sharia rules very well and obey them, which 
aims to protect the love- besotted Sufi poets from discourses contrary to sharia.  

We should talk about the differences between revelation and inspiration in 
Sufi thought herein. In the Holy Qur'an the root of the word revelation (vahiy: 
v-h-y) was used in 78 verses, somewhere in the dictionary sense and 
somewhere in the sense of specific term. The dictionary meaning of revelation 
is “to say, to point and to inspire quickly and hiddenly”.1 In the sense of the 
term, it is known as the theopneusty- divine inspiration; the supernatural 
influence of the Divine Being in qualifying men to receive and communicate 
revealed truth,2 or simply, these are words that God has revealed to the hearts 
of His Prophets. Therefore, revelation is a specific sudden, quick and hidden 
knowledge/information transfer, which takes place via an unknown for us 
communication channel. 3 Traditionally Islamic scholars call the information 
transferring from Allah to the prophets as revelation (vahiy)4 and this kind of 
divine information transferring to all other beings as inspiration (ilham).  

Perceived the process of revelation as a divine declamation addressed to 
the entire realm of being, some Sufis, especially Ibn Arabi and his followers, 
used the term revelation in all cases, because, according to him the divine 
declamation itself is cognition without any distinction or interpretation.5 The 
divine inspiration flowing into the heart expands and evolves the cognition 
capacity of the person and he begins to perceive the knowledge of higher 
realities, which differs from the knowledge of ordinary human mind, based on 
evidence and logic. Actually, in Sufi epistemology there is only one perceptive 
reality of human being– the light (noor) of cognition, which has different levels 
(or layers) and this cognition apparatus is called the sense relative to the 
perceivable things, the mind relative to the comprehensible things, and the soul 
(kalb) in relation to the knowledge of illumination/inspiration. 6 However, the 
knowledge that comes via inspiration to purified souls (awliyya’s or arif’s 
                                                            
1 Yusuf evki Yavuz. D A, Vahiy 
2 https://tureng.com/tr/turkce-ingilizce/theopneusty 
3 In Qur'an, the ability to send revelation/inspiration was affiliated also for other beings, for example, 

some inspirations can be sent into human heart by demons, therefore there are different types of 
revelations. But the Divine revelation/inspiration means that God causes something to enter the soul of 
the person that causes them to become certain that it has come from God. So, we have general/natural 
revelations for all creatures and special revelations (prophetic). (M. Mustafa Çakmakl o lu. Rasyonel 
bilgi ile ilhami/Ledünni bilginin özelli i, Tasavvuf el kitab , Editör K. Özköse, 56-65) 

4 According to them revelation is a transfer of information/knowledge to all created beings by their 
Creator in a hidden way, which happens suddenly and directly, without a specific form and imaginary 
presentation 

5 M.Mustafa Çakmakl o lu. Sufilerin vahiy telakkisi. Tasavvuf el kitab , Editör K. Özköse, 61 
6 According to Gazzâlî, Ibn Khaldun and Zabîdî there are two layers in the human heart: first suitable for 

perceiving the realm of the senses, and second for perceiving the realm of gayb and angelic realm, but 
in order to be able to contact with gayb the person must make a great straggle and purify his heart from 
all kinds of evil. If this happens, the veils of gayb will be lifted and the knowledge from God or angels 
will come to the heart of sufi. Ibn Arabi describes the light of cognition as kalb, ruh or ayn al-basiret. 
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kalb) must meet several important criteria: it cannot bring new sharia precepts 
(this mission has been entrusted only to the selected prophets), but may include 
new explanations of existing rules, and it is not indisputable type of knowledge 
in the absolute sense, so does not have to be accepted by all people. The 
question of the reliability of such knowledge is another controversial issue of 
this process.1 According to Hakim Nizami the true poets, who are actually Sufi 
poets, receive their inspirations from the same source as prophets. This 
upgrades the position of Sufi poets to the status just below that of prophecy, 
which is the place of gnostics (evliya or arif) in Sufism. 

In our opinion, Nizami Ganjavi clearly revealed his Sufi identity in the 
masnavi poem Makhzen Al-Asrar by considering almost all basic problems of 
Sufi path and giving almost scientific definitions for many fundamental Sufi 
concepts. At the first glance it seems that he did not go to the discussion about 
deep theoretical subjects of Sufism, such as Senai, Attar, Mevlana Rumi and 
Jami, but a closer reading and comparison with the poetry of other Sufi poets 
made by Shamy Efendi shows that Makhzen Al-Asrar has a similar context 
with other Sufi tractates. An important issue that also draws our attention, in 
particular, is that the concepts of Wahdat al-Vujud, Hakikat-i Muhammadiye or 
Perfect Man (insan-i kamil), which were elaborated in detail by Ibn Arabi and 
his followers later, are handled within almost the same framework by Nizami 
Ganjavi.2 

The metaphorical language of Nizami Ganjavi’s poetry is similar to that of 
the texts written by other great masters of Persian gnosis: Mevlana Rumi, 
Attar, Ahmad Gazali, Hafiz and we are coming upon the same allegorical 
rendering of Islamic doctrine of Sufism here. In his masnavi poems different 
objects from all levels of creation are always in close communication with each 
other; cosmic objects, objects of inanimate nature, minerals, plants, animals, 
birds, parts of human body. It is worth noting that in the different couplets of 
Makhzen Al-Asrar we came across almost all of the birds aforesaid in Attar's 
Mantiku't-tayr (The Conference of the Birds); Simorgh, hoopoe, finch, parrot, 
partridge, falcon, nightingale, peacock, cock pheasant, pigeon and hawk. The 
detailed review of the original text of Makhzen Al-Asrar revealed many 
similarities between the narrative styles of Nizami Ganjavi and Mevlana Rumi; 
they used similar terminology and metaphors for description many basic Sufi 
concepts, especially for description spiritual states (hal) and similar idioms 
like: “In the field of love the human mind sinks into the mud like a donkey”, 
“the head of the mind (aql) must be cut off in front of Prophet Muhammad 
(s.a.s.)”, “the face of the sun cannot be plastered with slime” and so on. In 
addition, Mevlana Rumi himself was very influenced by Nizami Ganjavi’s 
poetry and mentioned his name with great respect many times in own literary 
works.  
                                                            
1 See: Re at Öngören, Bir bilgi kayna  olarak tasavvufta ke fin de eri, stanbul Üniversitesi, lahiyat 

Fakültesi dergisi, Nisan 5, 2012 
2 Famous Iranian scholar, philosopher and literator, author of fundamental books on Persian Art and 

Mysticism, Dr. Hossein Mohyeddin Ghomshei, better known as Dr. Elahi Ghomshei supports our 
thoughts, look: 

    : https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=9HyCiSMqCc0  
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During our study, we have once again witnessed that Nizami Ganjavi, a 
great scholar with extensive knowledge in various fields of Islamic thought, 
science, literature and philosophy, and a Sufi sage at the same time, who was 
acquainted with the secrets of spiritual world and human soul, was able to 
synthesize all own accumulations with great skill. This gave him the 
opportunity to make important general determinations, like the definition of the 
ontological position of Sufi poets and the prescription of basic criteria for 
distinguishing Sufi poetry from other types of poetry. It is obvious that the 
masnavi poem Makhzen Al-Asrar is a Sufi tractate in the field of adab; one of 
the comprehensive concepts of Sufism which includes ethics, decency and 
behaviour. As far as we understand, Nizami Ganjavi did not consider this 
concept as a set of moral principles governing a person's behaviour, but as an 
acquirement that should be placed at the center of the daily life of people from 
all ranks of the society, beginning from dervishes and ending in Sultans.1 
Iranian scholars Vahid Hassan Destdgirdy, Bakhruz Servetiyan, writer and 
literature researcher Hossein Elahi Ghomshei, scientist and thinker Seyyed 
Hossein Nasr, Western scholars Asker Abu Gohrab, W.C. Chittik, Azerbaijani 
literature researchers Sirajaddin Haji, Nezaket Mammadli, Anar Gafarov and 
many others identify Nizami Ganjavi as a Sufi poet. Seyyed Hossein Nasr's 
assessment of Nizami Ganjavi fully supports our thoughts on this issue: “By 
reflecting the highest gnostic and philosophical truths in the mirror of Persian 
poetry, Nizami Ganjavi managed to reveal the mysteries of the hidden world 
(gayb) in the dress of the world of manifestation and created masnavi poems of 
great beauty. This great thinker was a unique artist, who, to a large extent, 
provided the formal structure for the Masnavi of Jalaleddin Rumi”, so we can 
say that Mevlana Rumi described the meaning/spirit of Islamic Sufism and 
Nizami Ganjavi its practical use/ body, and it is impossible to have one without 
other. 2  
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1 Adab- behaviour, all of the requirements of Sufi etiquette and discipline. Adab is an Arabic term, refers 

to proper demeanour or "courtesy" as well as to the broader categories of refined literature and culture. 
Each of the Sufi orders has had its own distinctive brand of adab. Sufi authors have produced many 
texts outlining the details of the adab of their respective organizations. Although in general modes of 
behavior tend to be predominantly ordinary and often mundane, the category encompasses a wide range 
of practices. (The A to Z of Sufism by John Renard,50) 

2 Seyyed Hossein Nasr, Hakîm Nizami Ganjawi's worldview and philosophical outlook, 200 
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Sheikh Fariaddin Attar, who is considered to be one of the poets of the early 
Middle Ages, distinguished by his unique personality and unique wide creativity, 
has been attracting the attention of scholars for centuries since his lifetime. It is 
observed that the manuscripts of his works scattered around the world and his 
information are being investigated from time to time. In recent years, two Ph.D. 
dissertations related to Attar have been defended in Azerbaijan. However, the 
problems of comprehensive study of important issues such as Attar's connections 
with Azerbaijan, his influence on Azerbaijani literature, translations into 
Azerbaijani language, etc. were waiting for scientific solution. Researching this 
difficult and demanding topic is distinguished from the scientific and intellectual 
point of view, analyzing the classical period based on the primary sources - the 
results of the research conducted with patience and zeal for a period of more than 
20 years were presented for the first time in this book. 

The book’s title is “Sheikh Fariaddin Attar and Azerbaijani literature”. The 
topic determined the structure and content of the work. The work consists of an 
introduction, 4 chapters, 18 sections, conclusion and a list of used literature - 
sources. In the introduction, issues such as relevance and degree of 
development of the topic, goals and objectives of the research, main defended 
propositions, methods of the research, theoretical and practical importance, and 
scientific innovation are disclosed. 

The first chapter is called “The life, personality, literary sources and sphere 
of influence of Sheikh Fariaddin Attar”. It consists of three sections entitled 
“The life of Attar”, “Sanai and Attar”, “Attar and Mawlana”. The second 
chapter is dedicated to the works of Sheikh Fariaddin Attar. It is composed of 
four sections, such as Attar's only work: “Tazkiratul-awliya”, Attar's 
masterpiece: “Mantiqut-teyr”, Attar's other Sufi works and Attar's Divan. 
“Attar and Azerbaijani classics” is the third chapter and is presented in six 
sections: some common points in the works of Khagani and Attar, common 
images and symbols in the works of Nizami and Attar, Sheikh Fariaddin Attar 
and Seyyed Yahya Shirvani, mystical and poetic parallels from the works of 
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Nasimi and Attar, Attar and Fuzuli, Sheikh Fariaddin Attar and Mir Hamza 
Seyyid Nigari. In the last, fourth chapter “Azerbaijani translations and 
interpretations of Attar's works” are examined. Research was conducted mainly 
in five directions - five sections: translations of Sheikh Fariaddin Attar's work 
“Tazkiratul-awliya”, translations of “Mantiqut-teyr”, translations of 
“Asrarnama”, translations of Tutmacin's “Gul and Khosrow”, translations of 
Attar's “Pandname” in Azerbaijani. 

Fariaddin Attar has a great personality as a sheikh, scholar and poet. Much 
has been written about it since its time. There are many who repeat each other. 
The author's goal is to provide comprehensive scientific information about this 
personality for the first time in Azerbaijan, to systematically research and 
present facts related to his life, heritage, translations of his works, etc., and 
express an objective attitude. We observe that she has achieved these goals. 

Sheikh Fariaddin Attar has an exceptional personality with great services 
in the development of Sufism literature, and he is an author who played an 
important role in the development of Azerbaijani literature, literary language, 
and translation history. As a result of N. Mammadli's research, complete 
information about Sheikh Fariaddin Attar based on primary sources and 
scientific-theoretical materials has been given. Attar's work is widely known to 
Azerbaijani readers. It has been proven that many of the works, which were 
suspected not to belong to Attar, belong to him. Also, the poetic and 
philosophical features of these works were involved in the research. Sanai 
Ghaznavi, Firdovsi, Razi and others are the literary sources of Attar's 
creativity; an interesting parallels were revealed in the works of the authors. 

The influence of Azerbaijani poets such as Afzaleddin Khagani, Nizami 
Ganjavi on Attar's creativity, Attar's poems to these poets, Attar's mention of 
their names in his works, Nizami's writing of “Khosrowname” under the 
influence of “Khosrow and Shirin”, etc. other issues were brought to light by 
N. Mammadli for the first time and involved in the research. Although the 
differences in lifestyle, worldview and creativity of Afzaleddin Khagani and 
Fariaddin Attar, who lived in approximately the same period, are noticeable, 
when carefully examining their works, the same historical figures, the same 
symbols and metaphors reflected in their works, there are more similarities 
than differences between them. The author discovered that one of the common 
points in the creativity of both artists is their deep sympathy for the personality 
and poetry of Sanai Ghaznavi, the founder of Sufi poetry. Khagani Shirvani 
and Sheikh Fariaddin Attar are followers of Sanai school. It has been revealed 
that Attar wrote “Khosrowname” under the influence of Nizami's “Khosrow 
and Shirin”, and he mentioned Nizami's name and alluded to his work. 

The comparisons were made with the stories given in the story of "Babe-
Hallaj Mansur" in Sheikh Fariaddin Attar's work "Tazkiratul-awliya" by the author 
Seyyid Yahya, who investigated the influence of Attar in the works of Seyyid 
Yahya Shirvani. He writes that Seyyid Yahya was directly influenced by Attar's 
works “Musibatname”, “Heylacname”, “Mantiqut-teyr”, “Tazkiratul-awliya”, and 
his Divan, and he cited verses from his works as examples in his works. 
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In the book, Nasimi and Attar's creations were involved in a comparative 
study. Analyzing the poetic and mystical parallels in the works of both poets, 
N. Mammadli states that Nasimi sometimes opens up the underlying meanings 
that can be expressed in Attar's ghazal, approaches the problems and themes set 
by his predecessor from a different perspective, and sometimes makes the 
additions. It is also said that Nasimi wrote vows to 4 classified “Degar”, 
“Oftad” “Rikhte” and “Bar amad” ghazals of Sheikh Fariaddin Attar. 

N. Mammadli identified common features in Attar and Fuzuli's works. She 
shows facts that both of these great poets attracted attention with their unceasing 
love for Prophet Muhammad, Hazrat Ali and Ahl al-Bayt, and they benefited from 
the inner meanings of the Holy Quran, the secret of meeting the Truth, etc. 

The influence of Attar's ideas, plots, symbols and images from Mir Hamza 
Seyyid Nigari Divan, a prominent representative of XIX century Sufi literature, 
is examined, too. Nigari repeatedly mentions Attar in his works and considers 
him his spiritual master. In “Nigarname”, the poet narrates the story of Sheikh 
Sanan, which Attar wrote in Mantiqut-teyr in his own way. In “Mantiqut-teyr”, 
the seven stages of attaining the Truth are given in the same order as in 
“Nigarname”. The lover reaches the truth by going through the stages of 
demand, love, enlightenment, towhid, amazement, istighna, fana-begha. 

Numerous translations of Attar's works “Tazkiratul-awliya”, “Mantiqut-teyr”, 
“Khosrowname”, “Asrarname”, “Pandname” into Azerbaijani language are 
involved in the study. These works have been compared with the original ones. 
The translations, some of which are available in manuscript form and prepared for 
publication after phonotransliteration by the author, are of unparalleled importance 
in the development of Azerbaijani language history and translation literature. 
Many comments written by N. Mammadli on the works of “Mantiqut-teyr”, 
“Pandname” and Attar's lyrical works were involved in the research. 

Many manuscripts translated by the author of Attar's works in the Middle 
Ages and written as commentaries on his works were included in the research 
for the first time. In this book, the creativity and personality of Sheikh 
Fariaddin Attar, a poet who had a wide influence on Azerbaijani literature and 
whose works have been translated and interpreted the most, are 
comprehensively introduced to the Azerbaijani reader, and a scientific analysis 
of his works is given. Tributes written to Attar from the works of Azerbaijani 
classics, appeals to Attar's images and plots in lyrical works, were included in 
the comparative study. The great importance of Attar's creativity in the 
development of Azerbaijani epic poetry, divan literature and language history 
has been determined.  

Considering all that has been said, we must note that Nazakat Mammadli's 
“Sheikh Fariaddin Attar and Azerbaijani literature" book will make a great 
contribution to Azerbaijani science and we recommend its publication.  
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"double-blind" method. Authors should not submit manuscripts that are under 
consideration for publication elsewhere. All typescripts will be assessed by 
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Figures, Pictures, Tables, and Graphics 
• The places where figures, pictures, tables, and graphics are included in 

the text should be indicated at the end of the relevant sentence. 
• The descriptions to the figures, pictures, tables, and graphics should be 

added at the end of the article. 
• The figures, pictures/photographs should be added to the system as 

separate .jpg or .gif files (with a pixel size of about 500x400, in a width of 8 
cm and a resolution of 300). 

• The pictures/photographs should be in color, having adequate contrast 
and sharpness to reveal the fine details.  

 
Notes 
 Notes should be kept to a minimum. Use endnotes, not footnotes. All 

notes should be numbered in sequence and in Arabic numerals, typed in double 
spacing, and placed at the end of the main text. Notes should contain additional 
information to the particular discussion. Bibliographic notes are not allowed. 

 
Abbreviations 
Abbreviations should be given in parentheses where it is first mentioned 

and that abbreviation should be used throughout the entire text. 
 
Quotations 
 Quoted words, phrases, and sentences should be enclosed in double 

quotation marks. Quotations within quotations and glosses should be enclosed 
in single quotation marks. 

 
Footnotes 
• Must be written at the bottom of the page in sequential numbering format, 

in 10 pt., and with a single line spacing. The references utilized in the use of 
footnotes are written in full text and detail when first mentioned and afterwards 
in short form in an appropriate manner (the name of the author or the reputed, 
the short name of the work, the volume and the page number if more than one 
volume are available). For example: Gazzâlî, hyâu ulûmi'd-dîn, 2/21) must be 
given and should also be added to the bibliography section in accordance with 
the reference listing at the end of the work. 

• Footnote reference numbers must be placed after punctuation marks (for 
example, the author was born in 1965 in Izmir.10). 

• Footnotes must be written at the bottom of the page in sequential 
numbering format and the below stated reference rules should be complied 
with. 

 
References 
 References should be included at the end of the text. The references used 

should be in alphabetical order according to the surnames of the authors or 
according to the name of the reputed. All sources are listed by the last names of 
the authors and listed individually at the end of the manuscript.  
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